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Frequency Stabilization of Diode - Laser - Pumped Solid State Lasers 

I. Introduction 

The goal of the NASA Sunlite program is to fly two diode-laser-pumped solid-state 

lasers on the space shuttle and while doing so to perform a measurement of their frequency stability 

and temporal coherence. These measurements will be made by combining the outputs of the two 

lasers on an optical radiation detector and spectrally analyzing the beat note. The major piece of 

capital equipment purchased with this grant was the monolithic 40 mW diode-laser-pumped solid- 

state laser from Lightwave electronics. All of the purchased equipment will lead to a higher 

stability narrower linewidth system. As of this date, however, the laser has not been delivered. 

The delivery time for these devices is typically six months. All of the other equipment purchased 

with this grant has been delivered and was used in the work described below. All of the equipment 

ordered with the support of this grant was used to support laboratory experiments for the NASA 

Sunlite program and is listed in appendix F. This equipment will also be used to perform future 

experiments for the Sunlite program. The accomplishments and plans for the future are covered in 

this report. 

Diode-laser-pumped solid-state lasers have several characteristics that will make them 

useful in space borne experiments. First, the diode-laser-pumped solid-state laser has high 

electrical efficiency. Second, the laser is of a technology that enables scaling to higher powers in 

the future. Third, the laser can be made extremely reliable. Reliability is crucial, for many space 

based applications. Fourth, they are frequency and amplitude stable and have high temporal 

coherence. 

Diode-laser-pumped solid-state lasers are inherently efficient (see Appendix A). Recent 

results at Lightwave Electronics Corporation have shown 59% slope efficiency for a diode-laser- 

pumped solid state laser (Kane 1988, see Section II.). As for reliability, the laser we propose 
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should be capable of continuous operation. This is possible because the diode lasers can be remote 
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from the solid state gain medium by coupling through optical fibers.(see appendix A for a more 

complete discussion) Diode lasers are constructed with optical detectors for monitoring their 

output power built into their mounting case . A computer can actively monitor the output of each 

diode laser. If it sees any variation in the output power that might indicate a problem, the computer 

can turn off that diode laser and turn on a backup diode laser. 

As for stability requirements, it is now generally believed (Hall, 1988) that any laser 

can be stabilized if the laser has a frequency actuator capable of tuning the laser frequency as far as 

it is likely to drift in a measurement time. The actuator bandwidth must be roughly ten times the 

highest frequency having phase noise greater than 1 rad rms in the free running laser. A stable 

Fabry-Perot cavity, or some namw atomic or molecular transition must be available as a frequency 

reference, and a proper feedback controller must be realizable. When these requirements are met, 

the laser can operate with a linewidth namwer than the minimum free running linewidth of the 

oscillator ( the Schawlow-Townes linewidth) and should only be limited by the shot noise of the 

detection system. However, all else being equal, it is simpler to stabilize a laser whose free- 

running linewidth is narrow to begin with because the controller's bandwidth requirements are then 

less stringent. In the Section II we discuss the frequency stabilization experiments using fringe 

side locking we have completed, the experiments we are currently building that used Pound-Drever 

locking. In Section III we discuss the frequency doubling experiments we have done and the 

prepartions underway to double a diode-laser-pumped solid-state laser and lock it to a transition in 

iodine. 

II. Frequency stabilization of NonPlanar Ring Wiators (NPROS) 

The diode-laser-pumped nonplanar ring oscillator (NPRO) was invented in 1984 by 

Kane and Byer. The first NPROs were designed with several geometric constraints that limited 

slope efficiency and frequency stability (Kane 1985). Figure 1 shows an NPRO pumped by a 
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diode laser. The nonplanar ring oscillator with diode laser pumping, monolithic resonator, and 

unidirectional operation showed an extraordinarily narrow free-running linewidth of 3 kHz. Kane 

and Byer measured this linewidth by performing a beat note measurement between two 

independent NPROs in 1986 (see Figure 2). 

Figure 1. Diode-laser-pumped nonplanar ring oscillator (NPRO) 

A new more general mathematical analysis of the operation of the NPRO has been 

performed by Nilsson and Byer (1988) allowing the constraints of the initial NPRO designs to be 

removed.(see appendix B) The new theory is a Jones matrix eigenpolarization analysis of 

monolithic solid-state unidirectional nonplanar ring oscillators, and the theory addresses the 

following issues: 1) unidirectional operation, 2) low pump thresholds, and 3) immunity to 

feedback.(see Appendix C) All of these concerns effect frequency stability directly. Optimized 

NPROs have been designed with this new quantitative understanding of their operation and were 

used in the experiments described below. 

The observed 3 kHz linewidth, shown in Figure 2, is not the fundamental free-running 

linewidth of the device, which is governed by the Schawlow-Townes equation 
A v = ~  

2 d 2 P  
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where AV is the laser linewidth in Hz, 6 is the photon decay time of the resonator, P is the output 

power of the device, and hv is the photon energy. This equation, f ist  published in the 1958 paper 

that proposed the optical maser, shows that the expected quantum-limited linewidth is of order 

1 Hz for output powers of order 1 mW. 

2 0 k H z I  I 

MHz 

Figure 2. Spectral analysis of the beat signal of two free running NPROs 

The 1-Hz-mW linewidth-power product is not the limit of temporal coherence for 

neodymium-doped solid-state lasers. The Schawlow-Townes equation shows that intrinsic losses 

in the gain medium govern the ultimate free-running linewidth. Currently available Nd:Glass with 

an intrinsic loss coefficient of 0.001 cm-1 yields a theoretical linewidth of 32 mHz-mW. For low- 

loss glass of the type now used in fibers, the theoretical linewidth is 2.2 mHz-mW. 

Diode-laser pumping of Nd:Glass was demonstrated by Kozlovsky et al. (1986). They 

showed that Nd:Glass with its lower gain and compensating lower loss has about the same 

threshold as Nd:YAG. The pumping threshold for laser oscillation in our Nd:Glass experiment 

was 2 mW. Furthermore, the low loss of the Nd:Glass medium led to a slope efficiency of 43%. 

Nd:Glass is an interesting medium for diode-laser pumping because of its low loss, high optical 

quality, and broad absorption band at the diode-laser pump wavelength. These factors, together 

with the ability to dope glass at neodymium concentrations of up to 12%, may, in the future, make 
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Nd:Glass the medium of choice for diode-laser-array pumping at high average power and high 

temporal coherence. 

The Schawlow-Townes limit is not the limiting linewidth of a laser oscilllator. With a 

fringe side locking experiment as described below the fundamental linewidth is determined by the 

detector shot noise. (Salomon,1988) 

We have recently begun to study the problem of active frequency control of these 

lasers. The laser systems used in our work were modified Lightwave Model 120 NPROs. A 

typical Lightwave Model 120 NPRO consists of a Nd:YAG laser crystal, end-pumped by a low 

power diode laser operating at 809 nm. For our experiments the Nd:YAG laser crystals were 

removed and replaced by Nd:GGG crystals designed using the theory of Nilsson and Byer. The 5 

mW output radiation is at 1.06 pm. 

In Figure 3 we show the optical layout of our present experiment, a variant of the 

fringe-side locking technique used o n  commercial dye lasers. (Barger, 1973) 

a 

e 

I I  

Figure 3. Optical Layout for fringe side locking and beat note analysis 

The frequency control and linewidth measurement scheme used in our experiment is as follows. 

The outputs from two orthogonally polarized NPROs are combined on a beam splitter and relayed 
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to a confocal Fabry-Perot interferometer with a finesse of 300, a free spectral range of 300 MHz, 

and cavity linewidth of 1MHz. The nominal center frequencies of the two lasers are separated by 

one free spectral range of the confocal Fabry-Perot (300 MHz) to avoid injection locking 

ambiguities. The radiation transmitted through the interferometer is separated according to the two 

orthogonal polarizations into two beams that are detected with fast silicon photodiodes. Consider 

one of these two beams. The voltage from the detector is provided to a differential amplifier that 

compares the output voltage to a reference voltage representing the high-slope point (12OkHzN) of 

the cavity transmission fringe. The error signal is driven to zero by feedback to a piezoelecmc 

transducers bonded directly to the Nd:GGG crystals. A voltage applied to the PZT alters the 

length of the laser resonator and thereby changes the laser's frequency. The tuning coefficient of 

the PZT transducer is 500 kHz/v, with a bandwidth of approximately 400 kHz. The second 

output port of the beamsplitter that precedes the Fabry-Perot in Figure 3 enables simultaneous 

measurement of the heterodyne beatnote between the two lasers. The heterodyne signal obtained 

under locked conditions is displayed on an R F  spectrum analyzer for linewidth analysis. Figure 4 

shows the 500 Hz, resolution limited, relative linewidth of the two lasers locked to the Fabry- 

Perot. 
RL 688.8 uU 

I I I I I I 

ll - 

RE 511 Hr UB 1.88 kHz 

Figure 4 The 500 Hz relative linewidth of the two lasers locked to the Fabry-Perot. 
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This 500 Hz relative linewidth is not the limit in stability that can be achieved with the 

Nd:GGG NPRO. It was previously mentioned that these lasers have a Schalow-Townes linewidth 

limit of 1Hz-mW. Thus for a 5mW laser this linewidth is 200mHz. The fact that the observed 

linewidth is 500Hz is due to the fact that we are sensitive to amplitude fluctuations in the laser 

output when the detected light is compared to a reference voltage rather than a reference light 

intensity. These fluctuations are interpreted as frequency noise by the servo system and therefore 

impose FM noise onto the laser. This AM-FM noise in our system contributes approximately 

300Hz from each laser giving an expected beatnote linewidth limit of between 500-6ooHz. We are 

presently implementing a system which overcomes this AM-FM noise contribution and also 

replaces the detector shot noise limit with a limit in frequency stability dependent only upon the 

shot noise in the laser beam. This system will have a theoretically obtainable linewidth of less than 

1Hz. 

A quarter 

0 

c 
t  servo 2 P a T E.O. 

modulator 
2 
n 
c1 

z 

Figure 5. Experimental setup for Pound-Drever locking with RF sidebands 
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In this scheme, known as Pound-Drever (1983) locking (see Figure S), the outputs of 

the lasers are phase modulated at a frequency which lies outside the pass band of a Fabry-Perot 

frequency discriminator. The sidebands reflect from the cavity and strike a detector, where they 

mix with the reflected and phase shifted carrier. The phase shift of the carrier is strongly frequency 

dependent because of the dispersion of the Fabry-Perot cavity near a resonance. The detected 

signal at the modulation frequency is then mixed with the RF source to provide a low-noise, phase- 

sensitive error signal with large dynamic range. The slope of this error signal is proportional to the 

frnnesse of the cavity. This error signal can be fed to an integrating controller with large DC gain 

to actively reduce the laser linewidth by feeding back to a PZT bonded directly to the crystal. The 

dynamics of this controller will determine the ultimate linewidth of the laser. We have been 

actively working on the design of high gain controllers that will completely remove the laser's 

intrinsic noise. 

When the laser noise has been suppressed the remnant shot noise on the laser beam 

determines the limit in frequency stability that can be achieved( Hall, 1986). In this regime the 

remnant frequency fluctuations in a bandwidth fare given by@rever, 1988) 

where 6v, is the cavity linewidth, v is the laser frequency q is the efficiency of the detector and P 

is the laser power. This corresponds to a shot noise limited Loretzian linewidth of approximately 

lmHz with a lMHz cavity and 1mW of 1.06p.m radiation. Notice also that this limit in frequency 

stability is improved with the narrower cavity linewidths and higher powers. We intend to 

demonstrate that the Nd:YAG NPRO can be stabilized to the detector shot noise limit which is 

about half of the Schawlow-Townes limit of 200mHz..In addition, we are obtaining 40 mWatt 

lasers to reduce the shot noise limit still further. 

As described above the linewidth of the Fabry-Perot reference cavity will ultimately 

determine the linewidth limit. That is, a higher finesse cavity is a better frequency discriminator. 

An important technical issue then, is the development of nmow linewidth, high finesse Fabry- 
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Perot cavities at the NPRO wavelengths near 1.06 pm. Present technologies limit cavity 

linewidths to approximately SOkHz, a hundredfold improvement over our present discriminator. 

Therefore, with the use of cavities having finesse improvements of at least one order of magnitude, 

we expect immediate improvements in the narrow linewidth operation of our Nd:YAG lasers. 

A narrow linewidth hyperfine transition in molecular iodine represents a high Q 

reference to which our lasers could also be locked. The linewidths of these transitions are typically 

1oOkHz and therefore represent an improvement by a factor of almost 10 over our existing 

reference. This molecular Q is not as high as that represented by present cavity technology, but the 

long term drifts in the iodine transition frequencies are negligible compared to those of typical 

interferometers. We intend to investigate the possibility of obtaining narrow linewidth operation 

by doubling the laser radiation from our "PROS and locking them to iodine with controllers similar 

to those already used in our present cavity-locking experiments. 

Much of the technical noise associated with a laser originates in the laser's 

environment. To this end we feel that improved isolation of the nonplanar ring oscillators can only 

improve the starting linewidth and hence ease any requirements for further reduction. Therefore, 

we intend to build isolation chambers for our laser systems and quantify the improved noise 

spectral density and linewidth measurements that can be expected. 

Recent work on ultrastable laser development at Stanford has led to an improvement in 

NPRO linewidths from 3 kHz to 300 Hz or by a factor of 10 over those previously reported. We 

have developed an experimental system that is capable of quantitative measurement of linewidths 

and noise spectral densities, and we have demonstrated limited agreement between the two kinds of 

measurements. Most importantly, we have identified four areas of research which we believe will 

allow us to reduce the relative linewidth of locked lasers to below 1Hz. The four essential issues 

are 1) improved feedback electronics development, 2) stable, high finesse Fabry-Perot cavity 

development, 3) locking of laser frequencies to hyperfine transitions in molecular iodine, and 4) 
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vacuum isolation of the NPROs. In this work we are following closely the ideas that have been 

worked out by Professor Jan Hall and his collaborators at JILA in Boulder, Colorado. 

These results are reasonable as recently shown by actual measurements. Figure 6 

shows results recently obtained by Tom Kane (1988) at Lightwave Electronics in which a slope 

efficiency of 59% was demonstrated using a narrow divergence diode laser pump from Spectra 

Diode Labs. Note that the diode's electrical to optical conversion efficiency is 59% leading to an 

overall electrical efficiency of 22% for this laser. 

DIODE PUMP POWER IN mW 

Figure 6. Slope efficiency of NPRO pumped by a narrow divergence SDL diode laser. 

IIL Resonant frequency doubling of an NPRO 

0 

An important extension of diode-laser-pumped solid-state lasers involves the generation 

of visible radiation by frequency doubling. Since the power of the diode-laser-pumped laser is 

low, compared to the peak powers available from pulsed lasers, efficient second harmonic 

generation (SHG) requires some method of increasing the intensities in the doubling crystal. 

Approaches to cw second harmonic generation have concentrated on intracavity frequency 

doubling (Baer 1986), intracavity sum generation (Risk, 1988), and self doubling (Fan 1986), 

where advantage is taken of the high circulating intensity present inside the laser resonator. 
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Although these internal SHG lasers yield good conversion efficiencies, they typically oscillate in 

several axial modes, resulting in large amplitude fluctuations at the second harmonic. 

An alternative approach to SHG is the use of an external resonant cavity to enhance the 

fields present in the doubling crystal as was first demonstrated by Ashkin, Boyd and Dziedzic in 

1966. Their approach allows the external harmonic resonant cavity and the laser cavity to be 

independently optimized, which is especially important in low gain or quasi-three-level laser 

systems. Independent optimization also allows the design of a single axial mode laser, thus 

insuring that the output of the external doubler is also a single axial mode. 

The results of earlier investigations of external resonant doubling have indicated the 

importance of both frequency stable lasers, for maintaining the resonance condition, and the use of 

very low loss external cavities and doubling crystals for large enhancement of the fundamental 

power. The recent development of single-mode, frequency-stable monolithic nonplanar ring 

Nd:YAG oscillators has made resonant doubling feasible. Another important advance is the 

development of high quality MgO:LiNbO3 as a nonlinear material. Its loss at 1064 nm is less than 

0.003 cm-1, and it does not suffer from photorefractive effects when frequency doubling 1064 nm 

light at the 107°C phasematching temperature. 

Recently we have demonstrated 56% conversion efficiency by external resonant cavity 

second harmonic generation of a 53 mW single-frequency Nd:YAG NPRO (Kozlovsky, 1987 and 

Appendix E) with the apparatus shown in Figure 7. The 56% conversion efficiency was obtained 
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with a 12.5 mm long monolithic external ring cavity resonant doubler, which produced 29.7 mW 

of cw, single axial mode 532 nm radiation from an input of 53 mW and was the highest cw 

nonlinear conversion yet achieved. Theory shows that external resonant SHG conversion 

efficiency will improve to 80-90 % when optimized by the proper selection of mirrors and cavity 

length (Kozlovsky, 1988). 

The second scheme to frequency stabilize the lasers is to lock their second harmonic to 

a transition in iodine. This will require the use of the high efficiency doubled and the the 40 mW 

lasers. A second laser is being purchased on the Sub 

IV. Conclusion 

The goal of the NASA Sunlite program, that this grant has supported, is to measure the 

laser stability and temporal coherence of two diode-laser-pumped solid-state lasers on the space 

shuttle. These measurements will be made by combining the outputs of the two lasers on a 

detector and spectrally analyzing the beat note. A list of the equipment purchased with this grant to 

support laboratory experiments for the NASA Sunlite program is contained in Appendix F. 

We have locked two diode-laser-pumped solid-state lasers to the same Fabry-Perot 

interferometer. The output of the two lasers was then combined on a silicon photodiode and the 

beat note spectrally analyzed to determine the frequency stability and temporal coherence of the 

laser interferometer system. The resulting linewidth was 500 hertz. We are currently modifying 

this experiment to use Pound-Drever locking and expect to approach if not surpass the Schawlow- 

Townes limit for the free running lasers. The frequency doubling experiments have produced the 

most efficient doubling to date for a low power cw laser and we are currently preparing an 

experiment to lock the second harmonics of two NPROs to a transition in iodine. 
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With the completion of these experiments we will prepare for the upcoming critical 

design review and expect to begin the process of designing the shuttle Sunlite experiment in the 

spring. 
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Eigenpolarization Theory of Monolithic NonPlanar Ring Oscillators 

Alan C. Nilsson, Eric K. Gustafson, and Robert L. Byer 

L INTRODUCTION 

solid-state N&YAG 1- emitting m~acy stable, -W linewidth have long b c a  

sou@ for applications such as coherent communication, spectroscopy* nmotc sensing, and 

precision metrology. Technical noise has madt it difficult to achieve Iasa lincwidths m w c r  

than s c v d  hundred kilohertz [1]-{3]. The Iccent invention of the monolithic NonPlanar Ring 

Oscillatar (NPRO) 141, [SI, a diode-laser-pumped ring laser with an integral optical diode [6] that 

forces unidinctional traveling-wave opuation has overcome s c v d  technical noise problems. 

Heterodyne experiments perfamred with a free-running pair of diodc-~-anay-pmpcd NckYAG 

NPROs have demonstrated that the shm-term linewidth of the output radiation is as m w  as 

3 kHz under favorable environmental conditions [71. Recently, "PROS with single-stripe diode 

laser pumps [a], [9] have been investigated, and these lasers may have wen namwcr linewidths. 

The principal sources of liaewidtb broadening and frequency instability in N&YAG lascn [lo] 

are: 1) fluctuacioas in optical path length caused by vibxation and thamal effects, 2) fluctuations 

c a d  by unstable pumping, 3) multiaxial mode opedm caused by spatial hole brrming, and 

4) instability caused by extracavity optical feedback The WRO, by virtue of its diode-laser- 

pumped monolithic ring design, overcanes these limitations. 

F a  the Np~o m a t c a  is small (typically 5 x 4 x 2 mm far recent designs) and rigid since it 

consists of a monolithic black of NdYAG or a similar matuial. Second, diode lasa pumping can 

be extremely stable in both wavelength and power, and diode Iasa pumping greatly reduces the 
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thermal loading of the resonator c o m p d  to lamp pumping [ 11 1. mr& the integral optical && 

enf.nces unidirectional traveling-wave opaation of the lasa and thercby ~liminatej spatial hole 

burning, so the lasa oscillates in a single axial mode. By properly focusing the diode laser pump 

radiation into the mode volume of the NPRO, TEMoo tfansversc mDdc operation is obtained as 

well. Finally, the ring geometry reduces the sensitivity of the laser to extracavity optical fedback, 

because output radiation reflected back into the NPRO cavity is in a high loss polsrizarion state for 

its direction of propagation and is also frequency shifted from the resonant frequency for that 

direction (see Sec. II). Thus, the reflected light does not strongly couple to the oscillating mode. 

The key to the operation of the NPRO as a unidinctional traveling wave laser is its integral 

optid diode. Discreteclanent Faraday effect optical diodes have long bcen used to enforce stable 

umdmctional operation of solid-state [12]-[14], He-Ne [lq, and dye ring lascn [16]-[17]. The 

optid diode creates a polarizationdependent difknce in loss for the eigaModes of the two 

directions of propagation axourxi aring. The loss differtna is produced by acornbination of a 

recipmd polarizacion rotam such as c-axis q- a n o m c i p m d  rotaux such as a Faraday 

rotator, and a polarizer. Ideally, one arranges the reciprocal and nomecipmcal rotatiorw to cancel 

for one direction of propaga!ion and add f a  the other. F a  the diredon in which the rotations 

. .  

cancel, the eigenpolaritatioas am the low and high loss linear polarization smm aligned with the 

principal axes of the partial polarizer. For the direction in which the rotadons add, the 

cigenpolarizations arc in gcnual Ikr#p OB elliptical polarization sates with losses intermediate 

betwan therImximumandminimlnn 

The NPRO cunbinu the elements of the optical diode in the monolithic solid-state gain medium 

iWlf.1 The NPRO usu a four-reflector nonplanar ring resonator as its reciprocal polarization 

romm [18]-tza]. (See also Appardix A) A magnetic field applied to the gain medium causes 

n o n r c c i p c a l F a r a d a y ~  A dtilaycrdiel& minw used at oblique incidence is the 

p& pol&. 

which mtans that the rc~~nar~c can have low loss and small haacavity coupling of 

countcrpropagating modes. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the diode lasa pump and the monolithic 

N&YAG resonator with its nonplanar ring light path. 

NPRO is a unidirectional ring lasa with no disaete intracaviv elements, 
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In this papa we present a comprehensive formalism that enables us analyze the 

eigenpolarizations of a monolithic NPRO. We explain how the properties of the integral optical 

diode depend on the choice of the gain medium, the applied magnetic field, and the geomeuy of the 

nonplanar ring light path. Using optical equivalence t h c ~ ~ ~ m s  to gain insight into the behavior of 

the NPRO, we discuss in detail a design strategy for producing strong inhacavity optical diodes. 

We conclude with a detailed analysis of the eigenpolarizations for one such NPRO, and we discuss 

the prospects for further reducing the linewidths of these remarkable lasers. 

IL THEORY OF THE NPRO 

We piesent h a e  a thcory of the polarization effects in a monolithic, optically isotropic, nonplanar 

ring lasa based on the Jones matrix calculus. Exzensive discussion of the Jones calculus can be 

found in Jones's Original papas [21], [22] and in Azzam and Bashara [a]. Applications of the 

Jones calculw to finding eigenpolarizations of anisotropic laser rcsonam arc found in (241-[32] 

and nfacnces therein. We f k t  review the Jones matrix calculus, describe the ganncny of the 

Light path in the nonplanarring, and introduce the coordinate systems used in our analysis. Then 

we give the explicit forms of the Jones matrices for the polarization-influencinncing elements of the 

resonam, and wc find the round aip Jones mapices for the two directions of propagation around 

the ring. From the round aip matrices we solve for the eigenvalues, fhnn which we derive the 

round trip losses and !he hqua~cy differences of the polarization eigenmodes. We conclude with 

a brief discussion of the eigenpolatizations thems~lves, 

A. Review of Jones matrix calculus 

Con& a mOIlOChrOmatiC "EM plane wave propagating along the z axis in a lossless isotropic 

medium. The polaritation of the light at a point in space is d&ed by the behavior of the electric 

field E at that point as a function of time. For a uniform plane wave the polarization is constant in 

any plane transverse to the direction of propagation, so we write the elecaic field as 

0 
E(z, t) = Re(& cxp[i (at+))] exp(-ikr)). 
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H e n  is a complex vector amplitude, Eo = Ex k + E, f, when Ex and E, are complex, 

The Cartesian Jones vector ( the Jones vector expressed with rcspect to the hear polarization 

basis states fi and f ) for the above electric field contains the information on the state of 

polarization and suppresses the propagation terms. The Cartesian Jones vector E is given by [23] 

Unless one is interested in the amplitude and absolute phase of the electric field, it suffices to 

Characoaue the statc of polarization by the ratio of the components of the Jones vector, 

Y 

The azimuth is the angle between the major axis of the cilipse and the x axis of the coordinate 

system. Let the semimajor (semiminor) axis of the ellipse be a (b). The ratio of the axes,b/a 
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(0 S Wa 5 l), is called the ellipticity. The helidty of the elliptically polarized light is the sign of 

the projection of the angular momentum of the light onto the direction of propagation. Helicity 

relates to the sense in which the ellipse is tmed in time by the electric field vtctur. If the ellipse is 

traccd in the counterclockwise (clockwise) Sense as seen by an obsehrer looking toward the light 

source, the helicity is positive (negative). Thus positive helicity comsponds to the traditional 

optics convention for Ieft-handed light, and negative helicity comsponds to right-handed light 

The helicity and the ellipticity ~IE combined into a single ellipticity parameter E such that 

Itan(e) I - Wa with e positive fur right-handed light and negative for left-handed light. 

The Jones matrix of an optical element is the 2x2 complex maaix M that maps the input Jones 

vccto~ into the output Jones vector, that is 

"he Jones matrix calculus is straighttorward mathemaocall * y, but them am many pitfalls involving 

polarizarion conventions, coozdiLJatc system convmtions, and fmns of the Jones matrices 

t h d v e s .  We have adopted the polatizaton conventions mommended by Bennett and Bennett 

in the Handbook of OptiCj [33] and used by Arpun and B a s h  [23]. We wil l  exhibit our 

c e  systems and the explicit farms of the Jones mamccs as we proceed. 

B. Geometry of light path 

A general NPRO resonator is shown in top and side views in Fig. 2 The monolithic, nonplanar 

ring rcsoaWr is a single block of opticaUy isotropic gain d u m  (e.g. NdYAG) with four 

reflecting suxfaces whose normah are not coplanar. The facets conraining points B, C, and D are 

optically polished flat surfaces at which total intanal reflection (TIR) ocdras. The output coupler at 

A is a convex spherical surface with a multilayer dielecmc mirror coating that is partially 

transmitring. The culvatlllrc of the surface at A determines the spatial modes of the resonator. e 
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The ray geometry of the light path within the resonator is shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3(a) shows only 

the light path with unit propagation vectors along each leg, and Fig. 3(b) introduces the notation 

far the angles that specify the light path. The light path is the perimeter of a threedimensional 

geometric f i p  formcd by joining two isosceles triangles (ABD and BCD) along a common base 

(BD). The dihedral angle between the two planes of the triangles is denoted by B. For any value 

of other than 0 ar IC, the light path is nonplanar. n# light path has a plane of reflection 

symrx~ay (ACE). A uniform magnetic field B is applied parallel to AE as shown in Fig. 3@). 

We denote the angles of incidence at A, B, c and D by e ~ ,  eB, 8c, and 8~ (= eB), respectively. 

The geometry of the light path has four degrees of fxecdoax two parameters for the first 

isosceles triangle, only one parameter for the second isosceles triangle since the triangles share a 

commo~l base, and one parameter to characterize the nonplanarity. The light path is m y  specified 

by, for example, the lengths AE and CE of the isosceles aianglcs, together with the wo angles e A  

and B. We choose these parameters due to their physical si@cancc. Tbe angk of incidence on 

the output coupler, 0~ determines both the astigmatism of the remutor and the ditratnce 

betwan the s and p Fresnel reflection cotfficienu The d i h d  angle measures the nonplanarity 

oftheresonator. ThedistanceAEdctarmnes the amount of Faraday rotation that occurs along legs 

AB and DA since AE is the Projection of those legs parallel to the applied magnetic field. 

Similarly, CEcos(B) determines the amount of Faraday rotation that occurs along legs BC and CD. 

C. Coordinate system knventions 

Th~aretw0waystoaa~thcring:  coun~loclolvise(ccw)aadcloch.rvise(cw)as 

viewed from above the light path (upper view of Fig. 2). Fig. 3(a) shows the unit vectors far 

p p a g a t h  along each leg in the CCW direction A+B+C+D+A In Figs. 4 and 5 we 

introduce the codmate systems used in analysing CCW pmpagatioa Thut are four reflections 

in a round trip through tbe resonam. We describe the incident and reflected waves in the principal 

axis system (basis vectors papendicular and parallel to the plane of incidence) for the given 

reflector. Since the rcsonatof is nonplanar, the planes of incidence far successive reflections do not 

coincide. For example, m transform frorn%he principal axis system far rdlection at A into the 

e 
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principal axis system for reflection at B requires a rotation about the e AB by the angle em. 

We show two dews of this uansfoxmation in fig. 4(a). The left hand side of Fig. 4(a) is drawn 

from the point of view of an observer at B looking toward A, and the right hand side is a 

perspective view. 

Thm are many diffcrcnt conventions for the coordinate systems used to describe rcfl ection, and 

the phases of the Fresnel coefficients depcnd on the coordinate systems. Our coordinate systems 

are shown on the left in Fig. 4(b). The orthogonal unit vecto~s for the incident and reflected 

coordinate systems are chosen as follows. Set 8 parallel to the propagation direction 9. Choose 9 
perpendicular to the plane of incidence and common to both coordinate systems, and choose f in 

the plane of incidence such that * x 9 = %. The incident and reflected cootdinate systems thus 

share a common 9 and are related by a rotation about ) through an angle 1~ - 28&, where 8bc 

denotes the angle of incidence. In this set of coordinate systems the Fresnel amplitude coefficients 

for reflection h x n  a plaaar interface between two nonmagnetic, lossless, optically isoaopic media 

W1 
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a 

W 

what subscrip0 s apd p 

E(ic) and E(nf) are the incjdent and reflected electric field amplitudes, 

incidence, and 0- is the angle of nfhction related to 8i, by Snell's law. 

papendicular and parallel to the plane of incidence, respectively; 

is the angle of 

The right hand si& of Fig. 4(b) shows a perspective View of the two coordinate systems 

assoCiatcd with reflection b m  B. To describe reflection from C, we must once again rotate 

coordinate systems. Fig. 4(c) shows the rotation through 8BC that moves f from thc plane of 
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incidence at B b~ the plane of incidence at C. F i y ,  Fig, 5 shows all of the c d n a t e  sysrcms 

for a round tzip in the CCW direction. Since then are four ~flections and two coordinate sysrern 

per reflection, we have eight different coordinate systems. The two coordinate systems associated 

with reflection at a vertex are related by rotation about their common f , and along a given leg the 

two coordinate systems are related by a rotation about their common 8. 
To obtain the coordinate systems used for analysis of the CW propagation, we simply rotate each 

of the locd CCW coordinate systems by x about its y axis. This rotation places the local 2 along 

the new direction of propagation, preserves the choice of the papendicular (j) to the local plane of 

incidence, and revmes the direction of k to kcep the coordinate systcm right-handed. 

The motivation far intrcducing this collection of 16 local coofdinatc systems is that they arc the 

principal axis systems for the reflections, and the Jones maaices arc moa simply expressed in the 

principalaxis- systems. Additionally, the distinction between CCW and CW coordinate 

systenu makes possible a simple proof of the need for the nonplanar gaxnetry in establishing 

unidirectional operation (see Sec. ILF.l). We believe that thcse conventions best separate the 

physics of the problem from the complications of the nonplanar gwmetry. 

D. Explicit forms of Jones matrices 

We assume two Properties for the solid-state gain medium from which the resonator is 

consuuctd optical isoaapy, and Faraday rotation in an applied magnetic field. We funfier 

iissumc that the putnpi Illcdium is optically isotropic, i.e. we neglect the small thermal 

birc*gena induced by the diode laser pumping, and we do not consider noniinear saturation 

effecu. Within I molithic resonam madc from such a medium (e.& NckYAG, a cubic cxystal 

with a nonzero Vadct constant), the polarization of light is modified by reflections and by 

propagation along an applied magnetic field. Thus, Jones mauices for reflection and rotation 

appear in our analysis. We express the Jones matrices for refldons in their 

systems, so those mauiccs are diagonal. Here we give, for each polarizaoion-influencing effect in 

the resonator, the explicit Jones matrices for CCW (+) and CW (-) m a p t i o n .  

axis 
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1. Jones matrices for reflection from the output coupler at A 

The Jones matrices for rtacction from the output coupler at A arc identical for CCW and CW 

propagation and arc given by 

when rp and r, are the Fresnel amplitude reflection coefficients for the mirror at A. These 

coefficients arc complex n u m b  with unqual moduli due to the oblique angle of incidence on the 

dielectric minor. We can extract any cotrunon phase factor from rs and rp and rewrite the matrix as 

where Rp = I rp I , RS = I  rs I , and A is the relative phase shift on reflection, defined by 

0 

0 

c 

W 

In principle the phase shift on reflection from a dielectric mirror is calculated by rhe method of 

C h a r a n a r s  * tic matria [35l. 'Ihe phase shift that occurs in practice will depend on the complicated 

details of the thin film coating proc#s uscd to make the diekaic srack Experimentally, thenfore, 

one must measure the phase shifk on reflection from a multilayer dielecuic minor ellipsometrically. 

For thmtical simplicity our analysis assumes that a quarts-wave dielectric stack with the 

standard phase shift of x is used, so we can write the Jones mafrix in the simpler form 

c 
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In this form we sa that the Jones ma& for the output coupler is equal to the product of the Jones 

ma& for a linear partial polarizer* 

and tbe Jones matrix for a half-wave plate, 

[ 6 -Oil 

0 

e 

2. Jones matrices for total internal reflection (TIR) at B, C, and D 

?he Jones maaiccs for TIR arc identical in form to the Jones matrices far reflection fnw a 

dielccnic mirror, except that the moduli Rp and Rs arc both unity, and we have a simple formula 

for calculating the relative phase shift A. The Jones matrix far TIR at vertex j = B, C, or D is 

- i  3 
e 2  O 1, 

0 

cos(( 
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It is assumed that the external medium has an index of rcbt ion of unity, and the internal 

medium has an index of rehaion n. For a ban surface A is positive and lies in the range 

0 S A 5 x. The Jones matrix for TIR is identical in form to the Jones matrix for a lossless, 

linear birefringent waveplate. Indeed, Fresnel rhombs are examples of TIR-bastd ntarders. 

The angles of incidence at B, C, and D can be calculated in tenns of the parameta set used to 

specify the geomeuy of the nonplanar ring light path, AE, CE, eA,  and J3. We give the relevant 

equations in Appendix B. The rtquiremnt that TIR occur at B, C, and D imposes restrictions on 

the permissible geometries for the light path because each of eB,  ec, and 8 D  must ex& the 

criti~d angle of incidence for the medium, e&t = sin-1(1/n). 

3. Matrices for rotations of coordinate systems 

Successive minw reflections involve diffcnnt principal axis systems related by rotation about 

their cocIII1y)a h Since the Jones matrices are expressed in their principal axis systems, we must 

introduce rotation mapices for aansfurmation of the Jones vector between successive principal axis 

systexns. We write rotation matrices as follows 

cos(a) -sin(a) 
sin(a) cos(a) 

The operaoot that projects a Jones vectoc into a new coofdinaoc system related to the old one by a 

positive lrotarion of the COOrdlIlSUC axes about their common It by angle a ij, the rotation matrix 

R ( 4 ) .  The minus sign appcam 011 a because we write the rotation operator in the active sense: 

physically rozating the vector in the positive sense by a in a &ss4 coofdinatc system is represented 

by R(a). Consider the coordhc  system transformation involved on leg AB. For CCW 

propagation (fbm A to B) we m u ~ t  rotate the &ate system at A by 0- in the positive sense 

to get the cwrdinate system at B. (See Fig qa).) For CW propagation (h B to A) we must 

rotate the coordinate system at B also by 0'- in the positive Sense to get the coordinate system at 
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A. The signs of these angles do not change, because we use diffennt coordinate systems for the 

two diFdctions of propagation. Thus we have, for the change of coordinate system on a given leg 

from vcncx j to adjacent vcrtcx k 

Equations for calculating the requited coordinate system rotation angles in terms of the ring 

parameters AE, CE, e h  and 8 are given in Appendix 8. 

e 

m 

4. Jones matrices for Faraday rotation 

Light propagating in an o t h d s e  optically isotropic medium in an applied magnetic field 

expaiences Faraday rotation. The azimuth of the polariration state is rotated by an angle 

in propagating adistance L in the medium. Hen, V is the Vadetconstant of the d u m ,  k is a 

unit vcctot in the direction of propagation, and B is the applied magnetic field TIE msponding 

Jones matrix is again a rotation matrix, given by 

8 

0 

Note that for a given V, L, and B, the sign of the Faraday rotation angle &pen@ - on the direction 

of propagation with respect to the field B. Consider propagation along a given leg, say AB, and 

assume the magnetic field is applied patallel to AE. Then far CCW propagation firom A to B the 

Faraday rotation Jones matrix is R(ym), whenas for CW propagation h m  B to A the sign of the 

angle changes because the direction of propagation has been reversed, and the Jones matrix is 

R(-y-). Reversal of direction of propagation changes the signs of the Faraday motation angles in 
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Om ccmdlmc system convention but does not charige the signs of the geometric rotation angles. 

This sign diffmnce is the manifestation of the nonreciprocal nature of the Faraday effect. The 

physical dirtstion of polarization rotation due to the Faraday effect is &ermined only by the 

direction of the magnetic field and does not depend on the direction of propagation. Coordinate 

systems and sign conventions enter into the &tenxiination of the algebraic signs of the Faraday 

rotation angles. Thmfore, 

By extracting common phase factoft from the Fn=snel amplitude reflection coefficients, we have 

expressed the Jones matrices for all but the reflection from the output coupler as two dimensional 

unitary matrices with d e e t  +1, which definis these Jones matrkcs as mtmbers of the 

special unitary group SU2. The output couplds Jones matrix cannot be unitary in g c n d  bccause 

energy is lost through the output coupler, and the output coupler acts as a partial polarizer. The 

group propextics of SU2 arc helpful both analytically and arnnerically since they reduce the work 

involved in evaluating and checking products. The m s t  general clemcnt of SU2 can be written in 

the form 

with a and b complex numbas such that (a a* + b b*) = 1. In evaluating a product of two 

elements of SU2 it thus d x e s  to fmd just the two entries of a row or column in order to know 

the entire matrix. 
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E. Round trip Jon- matrices for ccw and cw propagation 

In steady state laser operation the polarization statr: at any point along the beam axis of the 

~CSOMUZ must repeat itself after a round trip. We h;ave assumed that the pumped medium is 

optically isotropic, so the main effect of the gain is tr3 maintain the amplitude of the el& field. 

The allowed polarizations of the cavity are detnmin,ed by the anisotropy of the unpumpcd cavity, 

so we wiU solve for the cigenpoMzationS of the unrpumped cavity. Fmt we must derive the 

expnssions fm the round trip Jones matrices in tmns of the individual Jones matrices described in 

Section II.D. 

A convenient starting point for the analysis is the point labeled A+ in Fig. 5. The ring may be 

traversed in two ways starting from A+. The CCW' path A++B+C+D+A+A+ is denoted by a 

superscript (+). The CW path A++A+D+C+B+A+ is dcnotai by a superscript (-). The 

r o d  trip Jones &US for these two paths are: 

We have combined the Faraday and gCameaiC rotations that occur along a given leg, since 

rotations about the samc axis are additive we have also U d  the wtisttna ofthe plane of 

synnmea~, ACE. to nplaa the mtation angles dong AD (CD)witb those of AB (Eo. Looking at 

M+ and M- we sa the polarizatioa effeco accompanying propagatha along each leg: rotation due 

to the Fa~aday effect (y), a rotatlon assaaml * wid1 the change of coazdlllluc system (e), and phase 

and amplitude shifts 011 reflection (Mi, i =A, B, C: oc D). 

Close Wraminatioa of M+ and M- meals seva;rl symmetry relations. F m  if wc know one of 

the round trip Jones mat rice^, we can fmd the other one by 1) revaSing the ordn of the individual 

operatan, and 2) changing the sign of each Faraday roocation angle. These two rules have simple 

physical intapretations. Reversing the direction of propagatiocl from a given point fcverses the 

ordcr in which the polarization-influencing elements an cncountcrcd. Since the round trip Jones 
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matrices are written as aperaoorordered products, r c v d g  the propagation chction inverts the 

product ordering. The change of sign of the Faraday rotations is the expxession (in our coordinate 

system convention) of the nonreciprocity of the Faruby effect 

Let us introduce some additional notation for convenience. Define the following sums (a) and 

differences (6) of geometric (0) and Faraday (9 angles on legs AB and B C  

We can rewrite M+ and M-, making use of Eqs. (:!3) and (24) and nohg that MD = MB by 

a 

F. Eigenvalues * 

The dgcnvaIucs ofthe mu& trip Jones matrices are of primary interest to us. From the 

eigenvalues we find the losses and kquency splilbgs of the polarizatio~ eigenmodcs of the 

resonator. Since M+ and M- an of rank two, each matrix has two complex eigenvalues and two 

eigenvectors. The modulus of an eigenvalue represents the factor by which the amplitude of the 
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electric field of the dgcnmode is reduced afdtr a m u d  trip through the unpumped cavity, and the 

phase of the eigenvalue contains information about die round trip phase shift of the field 

We find the eigcnvaIues far a given round ttip J0nc:s matrix M (M = M+ or M-) by solving the 

quadratic characteristic equation 

where Tr(M) denotes the aace of the rnaaix and det(M) denotes the determinant The special forms 

of the individual Jones matrices pamit us to make scm analytical stamens about the coefficients 

in the characteristic equations. Recall that all of the individual Jonu matrices except f a  MA arc in 

the special unitary group SU2. Consequently, the nvo muad trip Jones matrix products can be 

written as 

The- * t of aproQctis the product of thla dctaminanu, so 

det(M+) = &t(M-) =  MA) = RpRs * 

We note that the determinant is a positive real nmber,  0 5 RpRs Sl. The only complex 

coefficients in the charanaistic equations arc the iraces of the mund trip matrices. Since the 
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detaminant~ of M+ and M-an the sam~, the cham texis& equations and thus the eigenvalues for 

CCW and CW propagation difftr only ifTr(M+) # TrW) .  

The sum of the two roots of Eq. (27) equals the ~ a ~ e  of the matrix, and the product of the two 

roots equals the determinant These two simple ruls have some important physical consequences, 

as we shall see in parr 2 of this section. 

0 

0 

* 

a 

(33) 

Suppose that one eigenvalue is larger in moddus than any of the othaeigenvalues. The 

associated eigenmode has the lowest loss and rcaciles laser threshold fim. Since the N&YAG 

laser uansition is houmgcncously hroadcncd, the f lrst aaveling-wave modc to oscillate saturates 

the gain unifody and prevents the higher loss mAes firam reaching threshold. In this way 

unidirectional, single-&-mode operation of the ling lasacan be established and maintained. 

In contrast unidirectional oscillation will not occur stably if the eigenvalues far CCW propagation 

are equal to those fa CW propagation. Examination of cases in which these eigenvalue pairs arc 

equal gives insight into the need for both a nonplarlar ring geometry and an applied mapetic field 

’ nal opemion in an optically isompic, monolithic medium. Hac we for establishing UNdllrcCtlo 

nal oscillation will no1 occur for either (a) a planat ring with an arbitrary prove that stable tmdmctm 

applied magnetic field, or (b) a nonplanar ring wilh no applied maptic field. 

. .  
. .  

a .  Ptanar ring with applied magnetic field Consider an arbitrary pianar ring light path 

in a monolithic, optically isotropic medium in an appiied magnetic field Since for a planar ring all 

the rcflccting surfaces have coplanar normals, then are no rotations of coordinate systems about 

the direction of propagation to consider. The most general Jones maaiX for a CCW aavnsal of the 

ring can be written in the form (37) 
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i = l  
* (34) 

when Di represents a diagonal matrix (reflection matrix), and Oi represents a proper orthogonal 

matrix (Faraday rotation or the unit matrix). Appljing the rule far obtaining M- b m  M+ , we 

rtvcrse the order of multiplication of the maaices and change the signs of all the Faraday rotation 

angles, giving 

a 

0 

a 

Recall that the most general propaorthogonal mltrixcan bewrim in the f m  of a rotation 

matrix. The !mupose of a 2x2 rotasion mauix is obtained by changing the sign of the rotation 

angle. Diagonal matrices arc unchanged unda trarsposition. Recalling that the transpose of a 

product of d c e s  is the product of the transpow; in reverse order, we see that M-and M+are 

transposes of one another. Since a matrix and i o  ~anspose have identical eigenvalues, there is no 

loss diffennce between the two dincoions of propigation, hence no p f d  direction of 

propagation around the ring. 
The nonplanar gaxnary circumvam this prwf ly inauducing additional rotarioas whose angles 

do not change signs when the direction of propagation is rcvascd. thus making it impossible to 

generate the 0th- round trip Jones matrix by simply taking a hampose. In simple tams a 

monolithic, planar, optically isompic d u r n  off= no uxam of producing reciprocal rotation. 

b. Nonplanar ring with no applied magnctic field. Next consider the case of a 

nonplanar ring with no applied magnetic field. Far concreteness let us restrict our attention to the 

"PRO case. Then the round trip Jones matrices are 
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We have already seen that the determinants of M+ and M- are equal. We now prove that the 

traces are also equal, which implies that the CCW eigmvalues are equal to the CW eigenvalues. 

Recalling that cyclic permutation of matrices in a p l u c t  does not change the trace of the product, 

we can permute the terms of M- cyclically to get 

e 

The rotation matrix R(a) is related to the rotation matrix R(-a) by the following transformation 

R(-<x ) = T R(a) T, (39) 

where T is the reflection operator 

By inspection we can then Write 

0 Another cyclic permutation and use of the associativily of ma& products gives us 

e 

2c 

e 



For a diagonal matrix D we have TDT = D, SO (42) iduces to 

a 

0 We conclude that, in the absence of an applied magnetic f i e4  the nonplanar ring geometry done 

cannot produce stable unidinctional operation. .TIM absence of the Faraday rotation makes the 

entire system reciprocal, so then can be no loss diflinnce between the two directions of 

propagation. 

The two degcncmte cases described above can be explained Intuitively. An optical diode requires 

reciprocal rotation, nonreciprocal rotation, and a polarizer. An optically isotropic monolithic 

medium has no reciprocal rotation if it is planar and has no nOIllCCiPfOCal rotation if there is no 

applied magnetic field. ?bus to establish an optical, diode in the NPRO wc require both the 

nonplanargeocneayandtheappliedrMgneticfield~ 

0 

a 

e 

2. Frequency splitting 

So far we have collsidend only the losses of the eigcnpolarizabion modes of the WRO 

resonakx. Equally important fa our purposes are the eigenfrcqucncics, which are related to the 

. round trip phase shitts Since  wc e l h h t d  h j p i c  phase shifts and retained only anisotropies 

in Writing the Jones matrices, the phasts of the eigenvalues expliatly yield the frtquency 

d i f f ~ c s a m o n g t h e d p s x m d ~  

If the rtsonanxis bfropk, the faureigenfnqucncics an identical because each eigcnmodc has 

the samt optical path length around the ring. Phase anisoUopy lifa this degeneracy. Recall that 

the product of the two eigcnvalus fa one direction of propagation must equal the determinant of 

the round trip Jones matrix. From Eq. (32) we h,ow that the determinant is a real number. Let L1 

and A2 be the cwo eigenvalues f a  CCW propagalion, say. Since LlA2 is reid and since the 

cigenfnquencics arc degenaate for the case of II isooopic -* the phases of Xi and A2 

must be equal in magnitude and opposite in sign, Physically, the collsc~uen~ is that phase 
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misotropy in the resonator c a w s  the two eigcnk,uencies for one direction of propagation to lie 

equally spaced above and below the degenerate frecpcncy curresponding to an isompic resonator. 

We now consider a l l  four eigenvalues. The frequency shift AVi  of the ih eigenmode away from 

the initially four-fold degenerate resonant frequency is 

where $i = arg&i> in radians, c is the sped of light, L is the mound trip path length of the ring, and 

n is the average indcx of rcfhction of the ring path. From a pair associated with a given dinction 

of propagation, one kqucncy is shifted upward a.ld the other downward by an identical amount 

The magnitu&s of the shifts for the two dircctioml; of propagation are in general differmt 

A general NPRO resonator thus has four possible eigenfkqucncies fot its four 

cigenpoiafizations. "he exismce of four diffenat fnquencics in a nonplanar ring resonator has 

been explored in C O M C C ~ ~ ~  with multioscillator Xing laser gyrascapu (MRLG) (201 based on the 

He-Ne laser (see Appendix A). The MRLG resociaton are painstakingly engin& to ensure that 

the four eigmpolarizations are circdar and that all four d s  oscillate Simuitanausly, which is 

possible because of the inhomogeneous broadenhg of the Iascr transitions. With such a spccaurn 

of oscillating modes it is possible to arrange that wo 0ppoSitely biased ring laser gyros coexist and 

share the samc optical path Tabg the diffamce between the outputs of the two coresident ring 

lasa gyros permits the cancellation of the bias and doubles the scale facoor for the gylwcope. 

In the homogentously booadened g a h  mcdium of the NPRO only the lowest loss mode 

oscillates. Still, that the four possible eigenkquencies of an NPRO an generally distinct has 

somc impmtant cansapellcts fix optical feadback effecu, Con- the eigenvalue with the 

largest modulus. The asdated modc is the onc: that first oscillates, as we explained prmiousf y. 

Imagine that the mode propag atesin the CCW direction and that there is some backscatter in the 

nsonatoror some extracavity optical f & W  Not only docs the mode with the largest cw 
eigenvalue suffer more loss than the oscillating CCW mode, thae is g a m y  a frequency shift 

between them as well. Thus light coupied.from the oscillating CCW modc into its closest CW 

e 
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competitor couples weakly to that mode. Unidirectional osdation established on the basis of 

diffenntial loss between the modes gains additional. stability due to the frtquency splitting. 

G. Eigenvectors 

With each eigenvalue is assoCiated an eigenvecmr. The eigenvector is the Jones vector of the 

light at the point A+. The eigenvector changes as il: propagates through the resonator, but it 

reproduces itself (modulo an overall amplitude reduction and phase shift) afta a round trip. If we 

specify the state of polarization by x as in Eq. (31, then wc find x directly in tcrms of the elements 

of the round trip Jones matrix as [381 

a 

e 

Consider the two eigeavamrs for a given dinction of pragatioa In general these eigenvectors 

are noaorthogonal, elliptical states of polarization with diffinnt round trip losses. 'Ihe 

nonorthogonality and loss difTercnct are caused by the amplitude anisotropy of the parrial 

polarizer. A resonator with no amplitude anisotropy canbenprcsented by a special unitaryround 

trip Jones ma& once the isotropic amplitude reduction is factored out Such a resonatur has 

arthogoaal elliptical eigcnstateJ wilh identical l0S;es. 

Special design effaru an required to produce q& eigcnpolaritatoas in a NPRO resonator. 

We wil l  solve an importanr specialcase in Sec. nr and show that it is possible to findlineariy 

polarized eigensrro# eve0 in the presence of the FOlarization rotatiaw in the cavity. Another 

special cast yielding cirnrlar dgenpolaridons iC8 described in Appcndix A in connection with the 

multioscillatorring lase 

a 
IIL SIMPLIFIED ANALYSIS OF THE NPRO RESONATOR 

0 

The algebraic complexity of the round trip Joncr muices of E+ (21) and (22) makes it difficult 

to use intuition to design monolithic nonplanar ring oscillators. Fortunately, we can use an optical 

quivalence t h m m  of Hurwia and Jones [22] to d u c e  the resonator to a simpler equivalent 
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form In this &on we introduce the optical equivalence theorem and use it to simplifv the 

interpntarion of the round trip Jones matrices for the NPRO. 

0 

A. Optical equivalence theorem 

The optical equivalence theorem of interest to us here involves analysis of lossless polarization- 

influencing systems. We have seen in Sec. ED hit such a system is represented by a special 

unitary Jones matrix. Mathematically, any matrix ‘V E SU2 can be wriaen as a product of two 

rotation matrices and a diagonal element of SU2, 

a 

where R(a) and R(p) an rotation matrices as in El. (15). and the diagonal mapix G(y) has the 

form 

e 

a 

0 

(47) 

As explained by HurWia and Jones this thumm has an optical interpretation: a syszcm 

containing any number of linear retarders and rotam (any devices whose Cartesian Jones matrices 

arc d o n  maaices) is equivalent to a systcm coiitaining just one linear retarder and one Totator. 

The consuuctive proof of the theorem given by Hlawia: and Jones explicitly gives the parameters 

a, p, and y in terms of the mauix clemcnu of V. 

B. Application of optical equivalence thtarem to NPRO 

We have seen in Eqs. (28) and (29) that the round trip Jones matrix M+ (M-) is a produ~c of a 

special unitary mauk U+ (U-) and the nonunitary matrix MA. The Special unitary products U+ 

and U- represent the complicated net effecu of all the TIR phase shifts and Faraday rotations. The 

optical equivalence theorem applied to U+ and U- yields important insight into the polarizarion 
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effects of the NPRO resonator. In Appendix C we give analytical cxprcssions for the mapix 

elements of U+ and U-, and we explicitly solve for the rotation angles a and and the rctardancc 

parameter yrthat appear in (30). We find that a =-+ in each case, so we can write 

U+ = R(a+ ) G(W+) R ( a +  ) 

e 
U- = R(a- ) G(y-) R ( 4 -  ) . 

a 

a 

We can therefore interpret U+ (v-) simply: the Jcma maaix W+ (U-) is optically equivalent to a 

single retarder with Jones matrix G(VC> (G(y-))wbose principal axes makc an angle a+ (a-) with 

respect to t&c pxincipd axes of the output ampler MA; no additional rotator appears in the optical 

equivalent This key result enabk us to farm a h p l e  -tal picture of how the NPRO resonator 

affects polarization. Insoead of trying to imagine how the Faraday d o n s ,  gaxncaic rotations, 

and TLR phase shifks separately influeace the polarization of the inmvity radiation, we envision a 

simple optical equivalent Far a given direction of propagation around the ring the NPRO 

resonator consists of a ntarda and the output couple. The principal axes of the retarder are in 

general rotated with respect to those of the autput coupler. The output coupler is itself optically 

equivalent to a half-wave plate and a partial polarizls. 

IV. OVTIMIZING LOSS DIFFERENCE: HALF-WAVE PLATE EQUIVALENT 

SOLUTIONS 

with the €ixm&sm arxl the simple optical equivalent model in mind we now address the question 

of how to the 

including nsistance to optical feedback sensitivity to cnvirunmena &fats, magnetic field 

requimmnts for unidinctionai operation, thmshotd and slope eflicicncy, output beam quality and 

polarization, and hqucncy tunability. Recently, iyc have collc~ltratcd our efforts an designing 

"PROS that should be i r ~ ~ ~ n d i v e  to o p h d  feedbock. Arguing that output radiation reflected back 

into the resonamcan be trwted as an external signal injected into a nflcctive n g e n d v c  amplifier 

ofaNPRO resomar. Many cmduatiom enter into the design, 
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(391, we have concluded that incrraSing the loss difference between the two directions of 

propagation is important in reducing the sensitivity to optical feedback [a]. 
We have thus focused our attention on the following question. Given a gain d u m  with index 

of rehaion n and V e d a  constant V in a given applied magnetic field B, how should we choose 

the geomuy of an NPRO resonator to optimize thc loss dif€crcnce between CCW and CW 
propagation? We must fir& explain what we mean by optimal loss diffcnnce. We assme that the 

eigenvalue spec’tnun is nondcgcnaate. We calculate the round trip losses of the lower loss 

eigenmodes for both CCW and CW propagation, and wc take the difference betwan these two 

losses. The absolute value of the resulting numbero is called the loss difference. We want to design 

the NPRO resonator such that the loss diffennce ill large possible, subject to the additional 

CoIIsbt?ilII t that the oscillating modc have an eigenpdahuion With the minimal loss possible for the 

nsonator. This same problem has been addressed. f a  NdYAG NPROs by Trutna et uf. (81. We 

shall see later that this solution is not the conditiori for 

N&YAG. 

loss diffhence for NPROs made of 

All of the resonator loss in this idcaked problem occun at the output coupler. The reflection 

coefficient of the output coupla is greater for the s polarization than for the p polariation, so the 

minimal toss eigenstate fa the ~#onaoo~ would b: a linear, s-polarized state at the output coupkr. 

Our approach to finding a resonator with optimal loss diffennce consists of f d g  the CCW 

eigensru# to be the s and p-linar polarization stam at the output coupler (to satisfy the consuaint 

of minimal Ioss fa the low loss Ccweigewtate) and simulmanlsly farcing both of the cw 
eigenstaw to have large p compollcxlts at the output coupler so that they wilI have large losses. 

If that wcrc no nonuiviaI phase shifts (i.e. relative phase shihs other than 0 or IC) on the 

rcflcctions at E, C, and D, the problem would be simple. We would pick the geomeay of the 

resonator so that the Faraday rotations and the geometric IMations would cancel far the CCW 

direction and add fcx the CW dimtion, exactly as in a Faraday effect optical isolatar. For media 

such as N&YAG it is diffidt to obtain substantial Faraday rotation at the lasa wavelength since 

the V e d a  constant is small, V = 103 deg T-1 m 1 at 1.06 pm [2]. In the absence of TIR phase 

shift complications, then, the natural way to choose the geometry would be to d e  the light parh 
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n d y  plaoar, because then the small dproca l  romion and the Faraday nwation can be d e  qual  

inmagnitude. 

The phase shifts due to TIR make the analysis more difficult Truma et d. [a] have shown' that 

N&YAG NPRO designs with minimal threshold mi large loss differences far small applied 

magnetic fields are possible if: 1) the light path is nearly planar, and 2) the TIR phase shifts are 

chosar so that the sum of the ntardanccs is 180 &e: They argue that, by properly choosing the 

nonplanarity ofthe ring, the resulting cavity emulates the discnte-element unidirrctional ring 

design of a half-wave plate with a fast axis orientation angle that is half of the Faraday rotation 

angle. Their discussion assumcs that the collective 'IIR phase shift can be treated as a single 

optical element, an approximation that neglects the intavening Faraday rotations. For small 

resonators consaucted of weak Faraday rotators m:h as N&YAG, this approximation is excellent 

Hae we give an analysis of the problem without rc!;trictiOns on the magnitude of the Faraday 

rotations, and wc show drat in fact the cumulative 'IIR mardance must exceed 180 deg for optimal 

loss difference 

A. Rotator and partial polarizer 

nal ring design is the following. Our apprrbach to emulating the ideal discntceclarmt tuwhcuo . .  
We have seen that far each dirtctioa of propagation the NPRO mmam is rigaously optically 

equivalent to a retardation plate with its principal axes oriented at an an& with respect to the 

principal axes of the tbe output coupla. The output coupler is in tum optically quivalent to a half- 

wave plate and a parrial polarkr. Recall that two Id-wave p h a  with an angle 8 between their 

fast axes am optically equivalent to a mtaror with Jones mauix R(28). (See Appendix D for a 

proof.) We want to choose the geomcny of the NPRO such that the equivalent remdation plates 

for CCW and CW pragation are nearly half-wave plates. Then we can approximate the NPRO 

  SO MEW as a ring comprising a parrial polariza arid a m  whose rotation angle depends on the 

direction of propagatia Assume dm we want to establish unidirectional oscillation in the CCW 

direction. To our constraint of having minimal loss for the CCW direction, wc q u i r e  the 

CCW resonator to have a null rotator. To produce as large a loss dif€mnce as possible, we 
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rtquite the CW rotation angle to cxcecd a certain mirimmu determined by the strength of the pareid 

polarizer. (See Appendix E for a complete analysis), We do not have the hedom to choose these 

quantities independently, of course. To meet all of these requirements imposes many restrictions a 
on the possible media and geometries, as we shall SX. 

e 

a 

e 

B. CCW half-wave plate aligned with output coupler 

The general equations for the equivalent rttardancl:~ and principal axis orientation angles of the 

CCW and CW unitary products U+ and U- an derived in Appendix C. We want the CCW unitary 

product to be optically equivalent to a half-wave plate with its pMcipal axes aligned with those of 

MA, so we substitute 2v 4 8 0  and a+ = 0 for the CCW direction into equations (C.15 - C.17) 

andarriveat 

From Eq. (50) wc begin m find constraints irnposczi on the resonator. We can rewrite Eq.  (50) as 

0 

Note that the right-hand side is greater than one for noZlzQ0 We have no solution unless 

the Ieh-hand sidc is also grcater than one, which puts a reslriiction on the phasc shifts due to TIR. 

There is an additional constraint imposed by the geometry. We choose AE, CE, and p. 
28 
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Having &ne SO 6XCS 8 B  and eC. The index of EfiaCtiOn and the a n g h  Of incidence e A  and 8c 

determine the phase shifts AB and Ac. With these rules one can show that the requirement that the 

left-hand si& of Eq. (53) exceed one is 

a 

a 

a 

a 

0 

This rule has an important consequence for the choice of the gain medium. In Appendix F wc 

prove that Eq. (54) (and thus Eq. (53)) has no solution unless the index of n M o n  of the gain 

mtdium is greatex than a. Thenfore, for media such as N&YAG (n = 1.82) and NdGGG (n = 

1.945) we can find optimal loss NPRO gwmehies. For d such as Nd:glass (for example, 

HOYA LHG-5 glass with n = 1.53) different approaches an required. 

So far we have seen that the gain medium must hive a suEcicntly large index of re-on if we 

are 00 find solutions to the opeimal loss diffmnce problem. The nmainder of the problem consists 

of solving Eqs. (51) and (52) in orda to arrive at hdf-wa~e plate @ V h t  S O ~ U ~ ~ O ~ S  with the 

principal axes of the equivalent half-wave plate aligned with those of MA for CCW propagation. 

These solutioas are best found numerically. In the course of searching for solutions we have 

found some limitations on the possible ranges of the angles of the nsonatar. For example, the 

smallest angIe of incidence on the outpuf coupler &at sti l l  leads to optimal loss diffennce solutions 

in N&YAG is roughly 28.15 d q .  This result is iqxntant bausc one might be inclined to cry to 

reduce the astigmatism of the resonam by reducing 

loss difference impose a lower limit on err. 

but the constxaints associated with optimal 

C. Choice of parthi polarizer 

Once we know how to solve far the geometry ol'the resonator given the index of refraction and 

Verdet constant of the gain d u m ,  we st i l l  need to know how to choose the output coupler. We 

have restricted ourselve~ to considuation of outpu t couplers that act in reflection like a combination 

of a partial polarizer and a half-wave plate, so the problem reduces to choosing the parametas R, 

and Rs of the partial polarizer. For the purpose or finding loss differences rather than absolute 
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losses, it is sufficient to characterize the partial polarizer strength of the output coupler by the ratio 

p = Rp/Rs. 

The problem at hand is to choose the partial p0lari.m so that the loss diff.erence between the two 

directions of propagation is made as Iarge as possible. An exact solution has not been found, but 

we can give an approximate solution that yields some important insight. We neglect the slight 

difference bctwetn the retardances of the equivalent waveplates for CCW and CW propagation. 

The geometry that produces a null rotator for the the CON direction completely determines the 

rotation angle of the equivalent CW XCSOM~.  Given the value of the CW equivalent rotation 

angle, $, we want to choose the partial polarizer to give the largest possible loss difference. This 

problem has been solved by Kruzhalov and Kozh~aikov [41]. In Appendix E we show that the 

w e s t  loss difference for small rotation angles + is obtained by choosing the partial polarizer such 

that p = 1 f 2$, and the rtsulting IOSS d i f f e n ~ ~ e  kI 2R&, with $ in radians. 

As apractid mattcrone cannot choose arbitmy vduesof the partial pdarioaparamcmp, 

because the partial polarizer is the multilayer didcc~ric mimx uscd at oblique incidence. If the 

available rotation angle ~ o m c s  large, the value of p consistent with having reawnable reflectivity 

fat the s component and 180 deg &ve phase shift wil l  generally be larger than the value that 

maximizes the loss diffcTulce. 

D. Comparison of various NPRO designs 

In Sccs. N . A  - N.C we have argued that a large loss n o d p m d t y  occurs if the equivalent 

waveplate obtained b m  the Unitary Jones matrix ~Yroduct U+ far the NPRO resonam is chosen to 

be a half'wave plate with its principal axes aligned with those of the output coupler. In Table I we 

prtsent the numnically calculated optical equivalents of all cumntly published NPRO designs, 
together with one of our new designs. The Table shows the retardances 

equivalent CCW and CW waveplates together with the orientation an@ a+ and a- of the 

pMcipal axes of the waveplates with respect to thi: principal axes of the output coupla. For each 

design wc have given a complete specif?cation of the par am eta^ required to calculate the results 

. 
and of the 

e 

shown in Table L 
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The nonphar geometry originally used by Kane and Byer [2] had a dihedral angle of 90 deg. 

Such a large dihedral angle leads to a resonator with a small loss difference. The loss difference in 

such a resonator increases monotonically with increasing applied magnetic field between 0 and 1 T. 

In Table I wc have calculated the loss differences fix the two designs with B = 90 deg assuming an 

applied field of 1.0 T, even though such a field is b:yond the range of simple permanent magnets. 

I 
I I 

Table I shows that the NPROs with a dihedral angk: of 90 deg have optical equivalents dtat an far I 

b m  the desired half-wave plate solutions discussed above, as Tmtna a af. [8] have also noted. 

The design of Tmtna et d. is closer to the desiretl solution. Our analysis of their resonator 
~ 

shows that the equivalent CCW waveplate is aligned with the principal axes of the output coupler 

when the applied mgu& field is 0.43 T. The CHI equivalent waveplate is rotatcd by 

approximately half a degree, and its retardation is 2 h t  183 deg. I 

Our design is shown as the last entry in the Table. We have n d d y  solved Eqs. (50>(52) to 

produce this design. The equivalent CCW wavepliue is a half-wave plate exactly aligned with the 

principal axes of the output coupler fa an applied kld of 0.5 T. The equivalent CW waveplate is 

also nearly a half-wave plate, and its ax# arerotatrsd by mae thaa halfadegm. With an optimal 

choice of partial polarizer parametas in the outpui coupler, our design shows that a loss diffnnce 

of approximately 4% is possible while simultaneolusly maintaining the lowest m u d  trip loss 

(1.2 ab for this nsonaaoa) f a  the linear, s-polarized oscillating mode. We prtscnt a detailed 

analysis of our design below. 
c 

V. EXGENPOLARIZATIONS OF SPECIAL NPRO RESONATORS 

In Sa. II we showed how to fhd the eigenvalutts and eigenvectan of the round mp Jones 

matriccS of a general NPRO resonata, and in Sa:. IV we inaroduced a speciai kind of NPRO in 

which, for a given value of the applied magnetic iield, the CCW resonarm is rigorously equivalent 

to a null rotator and a partial polarizer while the CW resonator is approximately equivalent to a 
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n o m  rotator and a partial polarizer. In this m i o n  we examine in detail the eigenvalues a d  

eigenpolaridons of one of these Special NdYAG NPRO designs. This particular NPRO is 

designed to produce optimal loss difference in an applied magnetic field of 0.5 T. The resonator 

has eA = 29.814 deg, AE = 4.0 mm, CE = 2.29 mm, and p = 1.061 deg. The mirror has Fresnel 

amplitude reflection coefficients with moduli Rp =I 0.95707 and RS = 0.99398, and the minor 

produces a relative phase shift of ~t between the s otud p components of the elcctxic field. We have 

calculated the loss difference, output coupltrgs, fnquency shifts, azimuths, and ellipticities of all 

four possible eigenpolarizations for this NPRO as a function of applied magnetic field, and the 

results are plotted in Figs. Ha)-@). 

A. Losses and loss difference 

The loss diffmnce between the two directions c b  propagation as a function of applied magnetic 

field for a NPRO designed as dexribed in Sec. FI is shown in Fig. qa). The distinctive shape of 

this loss diffkrenct m e  is typical of NPROs designed to produce optimal loss diffmnce. At 

B = 0 there is no loss difference because the resonator is reciprocal. As tfie field is turned up the 

loss difference climbs rapidly until a cusped peak is reached. Beyond the cusp the loss difference 

falls rapidly and levels off. Note that the maximum loss differmce occ~ps for a larger magnetic 

field than the "optimal loss difference" design point of B = 03  T. 
'2hisresult and the cxktmce of a cusp in the l o w  Wkrcnce m e  arc explained by Fig. qb), 

which shows the mund trip losses far all four polarization eigtnmodcs versus the applied magnetic 

field. Fust examine the losses of the eigenpolarkations f a  a given dinction of propagation around 

the ring. 7%- is a high-toss mode and a low-loss mode. As the magnetic field is increased the 

losses change. For CW pmpagation the losses ~q id ly  approach one another until they nearly 

coalesce far B 2 0.7 T. The losses behave differently far CCW propagation. As the field is 

increased from B = 0, the losses initially separau:, reach a maximum Separation, then rapidly 

approach each other, ultimately coalescing at B 2 1.7 T. 
The most strihg feature of Fig. 6(b) is the appximate coalescence of the losses at different 

characteristic values of the applied magnetk fielid depending on the direction of propagation. 

a 
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Recall that for B = 0.S T we rigorwsly forcad the CCW resonator to be o p t i d y  equivalent to a 

null rotator and a partial polarizer. If we appmxinm.e the behavior of the IWRO over the entin 

range of magnetic field values by the rotator and partial polarizer system, then the coalescences of 

the lossts become comprehensible. The charactens ' tic equation of the rotator and partial polarizer 

system is a quadratic equation with red coefficients, As discussed in Appendix E this means that 

the eigenvalues for a given direction of propagation become complex conjugates for sufficiently 

large rotation angles. Complex conjugate eigenvah e3 have the same modulus, hence the 

conesponding eigenmoda have the same round trip loss. Mortover, the magnitude of the loss 

becomes independent of rotation angle above the critical point (sa Appendix E). The losses for a 

given dirccrion thus coalace and clamp at a critical value of applied magnetic field. 

. 

The loss diftaenct for the resonator at a given value of applied magnetic field is the difference 

bcnama the two low-loss ctpvcs of Fig. 6(b). The origin ofthe cusp in the loss difference CUNC 

is the sudden clamping of the ON loss while the 0-W loss continues m rise. The fan that the 

maximal loss diffaerre occ~trs for a valw of applicd maguetic field in excess o f b  amount 

rcqukcd to produce a linear s-polarized CCW eigccistatc at the,outpt coupler is explained by 

noting that the CW loss has not yet clamped but is instead staply incrraSing at that point Since 

the CCW loss changes slowly in the vicinity of its minimum while the CW loss rises rapidly 

toward its clamped value, the loss dif!fmnce contiriw to increase until the clamping of the CW 

10s OCCIITS. For a di8laent medium it m y  be posiible to anange that the optimal loss difference 

and maximal loss diffcnnccs occur at the same value of applied magnetic fiehi 

8. Eigcnpolarizations 

In Figs 6(c) and qd) wc show the azimuths and. ellipticities of the eigenpolarizations 

themselves. Recall that the azimuths arc rrstrictctl to the range -90 5 8 < 90 deg, so the break in 

the CLtm of the a;rimuth labeled ccw- is only an artifact of the range mtrictioa. The interesting 

lossts of the modes. we can set that the a2imuth.r of the polarization eigcnsFares coalesce to 

behavior in both Figs. 6(c) and 6(d) occurs at the critical points discussed in connection with the 

*45 deg when the losses coalesce. The elliptici1:ies remain small  until the losses coalesce, at which 
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point the eigenstates suddenly increase in ellipticity. The rotator and partial polarizer 

approximation again accounts for these effects. When the amplitude anisotropy of the padal 

polarizer dominates over the rotation, the resulting l~genstates are linearly polarized with admuths 

that depend on the amount of rotation. When the nmtion dominates over the amplitude anisompy, 

the eigenstates become elliptically pohrizcd, the aimuths pin at f45 deg, and the losses are 

identical. 

C. Frequency splitting 

Because the resonant fkquencies of the polarization eigenmodes depend on the amount of 

Faraday rotation, the magnetic field can be used to tune the muency of the lascr, as Kane and 

Byer (21 noted. Fig. qe) shows the kquency shifts of the four polarization eigenmodes versus 

the applied magnetic field. The fkquencies are four-fold degenerate when B = 0. As the magnetic 

field is turned on the €iupncies split. For each direction of propagation we sa that one 

cigenkqucncy is upshihcd while the other is downshifted by the samc amount, as we explained in 

Sec. II.F.2. Nothing dramatic occurs until B = 0.7 T, at which point the cigcnfrcquencies of the 

pair of CW modcs begin to tune rapidly. The analogous point for the CCW modcs occurs at B = 

1.7 T. Focusing attention on the low loss CCW ejgenmode that wil l  oscillate widkctionally, we 

infer the tuning rate from the slope of the wucncy cu~e. The tuning rate around the assumed 

bias point of 0.5 Tis 2 3 0 W .  Near the critical point at 1.7 T the tuning rate jumps to 

143 MH-. 

The suddea changes in tunirrg rate occw at the same critical values discussed in connection with 

loss coalescare, Again, the maux and partial polarizer model explains this occumnce. For low 

V a l u e 3  Of magnetk field the 10Sanisofxwpy of W p &  polarizer dominates over the rotation, and 

the resulting cigenstatcs are linearly polarized and frtquency degenerate. For our case this analysis 

is only approximate. The origin of the fnquency tuning is the change in effective optical path 

length due to the circular bir&ngence caused by the Faraday effect Linear polarized light does 

not experience any change in optical path length; the effect appears only fop elliptically polarized 
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D. Loss difference and the choice of the partial polarizer 

In Sec. N.C we obsaved that an optical system c:haractcrizcd by a partial polarizer and a rotator 

whose rotation depends on the direction of propaganon produces a maximal loss Merence 

between the two directions of propagation for a .spo=ific value of the partial polarizer strength. 

Fig. 7 shows how the loss difference for the NPRCI resonator designed to emulate the rotator and 

partial polarizervarics as the suength of the partial polarizer is varied The largest loss difference 

far this system, 3.395,  occur^ for a partial polariztr with Re, - 0.965. 

VI, Extensions ol the theory 

In S a  I-V we have presented an eigcnpolarizarjon theory that applies to monolithic, optically 

isoaopic resonatars with forareWns arrayed in a nonplanarring geometry. Three of the 

reflections are TIR, one is an oblique reflection from a standard quarter-wave multilayer stack If 

we change any of thcse assumptions, there are new effects to consider. In this section we outline 

some of the interming possibilities fa extending <nx farmptism to new devices. 

Anisotropic media. We have only considered ~ptically isotropic gain media thus far. A rich 

class of problems based on uniaxial and biaxial media remains to be explored Several difficulties 

arise in conadon with propagation in anisotropic media, however, including bkeflection at 

intafacef paynting vcctur walk-off, and thumally sensitive bire€ihgcnce. For the samc reason 

we have not mryiCrd the dfets of sqess applied to initially isotropic media, dthou& phamlatic 

tuning appean OD be a prcmhing approach for fialucncy tuning a monolithic NPRO [42]. Applied 

stress breaks the isoaopy of the medium. 

Composite cavities One of the grcat advanta.ges of the NPRO is its monolithic construction. 

Composite cavities introduce new interfaces; which lead to increased coupling bttwctn the two 
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directions of magation. Composite cavities arc ;bo less rugged than monofithic cavities. Still, 

there are many rwsolls for examining composite cs~vities. Among tHem are the possibility of 

making cavities with reduced thermal sensitivity by using media that co&pcnsatc for each other's 

t h u m q t i c  behaviors, the possibility of incorporating strong Faraday rotators into the cavity, and 

the prospect of using an electmoptic medium in p u t  of the cavity. If an elcctrwptic medium can 

be incorporated, then electro-optic tuning of the firquency of the laser wil l  be possible. 

Exotic mirrors. So far our theory has assumed that the four inhacavity reflections arc total 

intanal reflections fkom thrte bare surfaces and om reflaction from a standard quarter-wave stack 

mirror. The TIR phase shifts, which play a major mole in our choice of optimal geometry for a 

given medium, can be varied by the use of coatings on the TIR surfaces. Similarly, the phase shift 

on reflection from the output coupler can be varied by changing the dielectric stack design. These 

degrees of h d o m  will apen up a much widerclass ofgaxncaies far consideration. Controlling 

the precise phase shifts on reflection by the maniptllation of dielectric films is an expensive 

proposition, however, ahd we have not modeled ruany of the possibilitia 

Our discwsion of mirmn has thus far excluded magneto-optic e f f m  Magnetic Kerr effect 
mirrors offer an additional meam of inducing nonreciprocal rotation, as has been explored in 

connection with the MRLG schemes [43]. Ifmaepeto-optic mirrors an used, the Faraday rotation 

requirements of the gain mcdium may be rcducedb 

VIL CONCLUSION 

We have pnsented a comprehensive theory of the eigenpolarizatioru of the monolithic nonplanar 

ring osdhtor (NPRO). The explicit round trip Jiwcs rnamces duived in Sec. I! make it possible 

to perform numerical evaluations of the eigenpolxizations, losses, and frequency splittings for any 

hiR0. The use of the optical equivalence thmm in Sa. III provides an intuitive understanding 

of the ESOMUX. Armed with intuition and the analytical expressions, the design of NPROs with 

spetlfic properties becorns possible. In SCCS. nr and V we designed and numcricdy analyzed a 

type of NPRO whose inherent optical diode best tmulatcs the idcal disacteclement format of a 
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rotatar and a partial polarizer. This resonator has h w l y  polarized output, low round trip loss for 

the oscillating mode, and large loss nonrrCiproCity. :For,such a resonator we showed that there is a 

best choice for the parrial polarizer strength of the output coupler, leading to maximal loss 

noTllrtciprocity. 

We proved analytically that stable unidkcctional opation of the NPRO requires both the 

nonplanar ring geometry and an applied magnetic fit:ld. We also proved that NPROs with 

resonators analogous to the rotator and partial polarher rwdel do not exist for media with an index 

of refraction less than 43. 
We now conclude with a discussion of the pr0spa:ts far furtha narrowing the linewidth of the 

NPRO. Experimentally, linewidths of less than 3 kHz have ban observed to date [A. This 

linewidth should be compared with the schawlow-l:ownes quantum limit [a], [4S] of less than 

1 Hz for a N&YAG NPRO with a round trip path of 1 cm. round trip loss of 1%. and output 

power of 1 mW. Qearly, there is much room far i n p v u x m t  in m a h g  minow linewidth 

NPROs. At some point &XU to improve the passive stability ofthe NPRO will cease to be 

useful and active locking of the NPRO frequency t~ an external standard wil l  be essential. Servo 

loops that use the tunperamre of the lasa crystal and the applied magnetic field as conaol variables 

wil l  enable us to lock the NPRO to a passive Fabry..Perot resamm. Such an actively stabilized 

system should exhibit improved short-term frequency d d i t y .  

* ofthe Lxnrg-Cam COUUO~ Of the m w  may be possi'ble by locking the s e c ~ n d  

N&YAG NPRO radiatioa to hyperfine spectral fcarures of molecular iodine [W, or perhaps by 

locking the 1.06 )M fundanxntal directly to hyperfine specfraI features of Cs2 [471. Looking still 

further into the future, it may one day be possible CD lock the "PRO to a spectral feature of a single 

a m  ar ion in a trap [a). Tbc NPRO technology makes the possibility of a solid-state laser 

opaating with aquantudimitai linewidth seem l I s  a m t e  dream and ay721c an area for active 

research. 
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APPENDIX A 

NONPLANAR RINGS 

In this appendix we review the literature on nonplanar ring lasen and show how the monolithic 

NPRO d a t e s  to previous discnte-element nonplariar ring designs. Nonplanar rings with an even 

number of reflections cause reciprocal pohization rotation andogous to natmd optical activity and 

have been most thoroughly investigated in COMCCU.O~ with clear-path multioscillator ring laser 

gyroscopes (MRLG) based on the He-Ne Zeeman laser. Tbb work has been described in recent 

publications [20], [49]-[51] and is related to our own. The goal of the MRLG work is rotation 

sensing, which requires that countapropagating nlodes coexist in the resonator, whenas we want 

unidirectional, single-mode oscillation. Both the b m G  and the NPRO usc nciprocal rotation 

arising from the nonplanarring geometry and noamiprocal rotation established by applying a 

longitudinal I X U ~ I I C ~ ~ C  field to the gab medium to ;&hieve the d & d  

resonator is designed to have no amplitude anisoaopy. "he goal is to establish four coresident 

circularly polarized eigcnmodu with qual losses and diffaat &cquencia. In our work, on the 

other b d ,  we design the monolithic solid-state nxinator  so that only one of four possible modes 

wil l  oscillaoe. The haaag-u broadening of the NdYAG gain mtdium IS&S this process 

The MRLG 

-stdghtfonvard. We use the loss differences to farce unidirectional oscillation, and the fnquency 

differences an chosar to hdp reduce the effects ofinaacavity and exaacavity feedback on the 

stability of the single oscillating mode. 

To our knowledge the earliest proposed application of nonplanar ring X C S O M ~  is that of 

h u d  [18], who applied the idea of image rotation to the design of optical cavities in which an 

ditrary ray retraces its own path after a single niund trip. The first application of nonplanar ring 
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concepts to laser ~~s was reported by Jacobs [52), [53]. He used six mirrors arrayed in 

two planes to form an isotropic cavity for a C a  lastz gym. The goal WBS to balance out the 

anisotropy of thnt mkors in one plane with the anisotropy of the three mirrors in the second 

plane. A similar concept involving the MRLG has recently been patented by Sanders and 

Anderson [53]. 

Nonplanar rings have also been investigated outside of the laser gyros cop^ context. In 1979 

Biraben [ 191 suggested Using the reciprocal polarization rotation of a nonplanar ring as a 

component of an optical d i d  to improve the @01mce of unidirectional, traveling-wave, cw 

dye ring lasers. The same idea is applied in the NPRO in a monolithic Setting. Discrete-element 

N&YAG nonplanar rings have been investigated by Smyshlyaev ct uf. Us], Golyaev et d. [5q- 

[58], and Nanii and Shelaev [59]. 

A large body of thaxcticd work on the Pr0pertie:s of nonplanarring lasen has been developed. 

The theoly of stability of the optical axis of nonplamr rings is described in references [60]-[66l. 

calculations of spatial modc propertits an prcsenmi in [20], [q, and [a]. Polarization &wry 

sirnilat to what wc present h m  is found in (181-[20], [JO], and [51]: 

APPENDIX B 

NONPLANAR RIlHG GEOMETRY 

We have chosen to specify the gcomctry of the nonplanar ting light path by the lengths AE and 

CE and the two angles BA and 0 (see Fig. 3(b)).. In this Appendtr we give the aanscendental 

equations from which we find the angles of ~ d c r i c e  8C and OB (= OD) and the cmrdmfc system 

rotation em aad O x .  

Fu~t we solve fa the angle of incidence at C. Since isosceles triangles ABD and BCD share the 

common base BD, wc have 
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The reflection at C is required to be a total intmal reflection bounce, so ec must excttd the critical 

angle of incidcncc'detcrmined by the index of rehction of the NPRO m u m  from the fonnula 

sin(&iaCal) = lln. For NdYAG with index of rchction equal to 1.82 for radiation of 

wavelength 1.06 prn, the critical angle is approxiniately 33.33 deg. 

Once we have found ec, we can solve for the ninaining three angles using the following 

equations. 

APPENDIX C 

DERIVATION OF MATRIX ELEMENTS OF u+AND U-; OPTICAL EQUIVALENCE 
THEOREM 

In this appendix we apply the optical quivaIcncc theorem of Hurwia and Jones to the special 

unitary matrim U+ and U-. We seck expnssioiu for the matrix elements of U+ and U-, and from 

these we want to solve f a  the rotation angles a a n d  p and the rerardance 2yf of the optically 

equivalent system. We explicitly derive these parameters for the matrix U+. The result for U- is 

then found by the substitutions 6-, -a, u+ -6. Since U+ is in SU2 we need only evaluate 

(U+) 11 and (U+)21. Recall the expression for U +: 

(C. 1)  
f 
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T& product is most easily evaluated by starting in the mill~le at w. w undergoes an 

orthogonal transfamation by the rotation matrix R(crSC). The resulting matrix is prcmultiplied and 

postmultiplied by the diagonal matrix MB. FmaUy, this product undergoes an orthogonal 

transtomation by the rotation matrix R(-&B). Using the explicit expressions for the individual 

Jones matrices given in the text, we arrive at the folllowhg results far the real and imaginary parts 

of the matrix elements (U+)r 1 and (U+)21: 

According to the optical equivalence theorem we a n  Write U+ in the fam 

Multiplying out the right-hand side of (C.6) wc futd 

Re (t'+l1) = coda + B) cos(y) , 

Im(U+11) = cos(a - p) sin(\y), 

(C.6) 
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Equating the different expressions for the matrix elements (U+)i 1 and (U+hl gives us four real 

quatiom: 

0 

From (C.13) and (C.11) we scc that a = 4. Equation (C13) reduces to an identity, and we are 

left with three equations: 

cos(Z~+) sin(y+) = [&(AB) cos(Ac/2) + COS(AB) &(A&) COS(~WC)] cos(2Srn) 

+[sin(Ac/2) s i n ( 2 ~ ) l  s i n ( 2 6 ~ ~ )  (C. 16) 
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Then is just one d o n d  angle and one retard an.^^ parameta required for the opt id  equivalent 

of U+, which means that U+ is optically equivalent to a retardation plate (retardance 2y1+) with its 

principal ~ X C S  rotated by angle aC+ with respect to the prinCipal ~ C S  of MA. NO additional rotator 

is required. 

The thrte equations for the optical equivalent of U- arc found directly h r n  the equations for U+ 

by the substitutions 6 + 4 and u + 4 h equations (C.15) - (C.17): 

(C. 18) 

Examination of equations (C.15) and (C.18) rcvcals that the retardances associated with the 

CCW and CW propagation directions do not depend oa 

only through the rcplacemnt of agc by 8 ~ .  These results have an intuitive explanation. 

Consider the product that defines U+, Eq. (C.1). The outermost rocation nwxices involving a- 

o r y ~ ~ ,  and the retardances differ 

p a f o r m  a sindaxity aadomuion on the pmduct b i d e  the brackets. The product in brackets is 

itself a product of retardation and rotation mauica and is optically equivalent to a similarity 

transf'' of tbe Jon# matrix of a single rctardarion plate. We thus see that the retardation 

parameta yP is completely detumincd by the product in the brackets of Eq. (C. 1) and does not 

depend on em or ym. Similar comments apply to U-, the only difference being the replacement 

of O'BC by 8~ inside the brackets because of the nonrccipmcity of the Faraday effect 

Obscrve that = SX if there is no applied field ur if the dihalral angle is 90 &g, because 

then y ~ c  = 0. When a ~ c  = SBC, the retardances of the equivalent waveplates for CCW and CW 

propagation arc identical. Examples of this effeci: appear in Table I for the two geomemes with 
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p - 90 deg. For these geometries the nonreciprocity appears only in the orientation of the 

equivalent waveplates with respect to the principal axes of the output coupler. In general, 

however, the retardance parametas for CON and CW propagation differ slightly, as the enaies in 

Table I with f3 # 90 deg show. For such resonators the nonreciprocity appears in both the 

retardances and the orientations of the equivalent waveplatcs. 

APPENDIX D 

TWO HALF-WAVE PLATES ARE EQUIVALENT TO A ROTATOR 

In this appendix we prove that a system of two half-wave plates whose fast axes are rotated with 

respect to one another by the angle + is optically equivalent to a rotator with Jones matrix R(Z+). 

We choose a coordinate system aligned with the principal axes of the first half-wave plate of our 

system and such that the fast axis of the plate is dong the x axis of the wordinate system If the 

fast axis of the second half-wave plate is rotated in the positive sense by $, then the Jones matrix of 

the system of two half-wave plates is 

Multiplying these mafricu out we find 

e so we stc that two half-wave plates have a Jones maaix proportional to a rotation manix. The 

rotation angle of the rotam is mice the angle between the fast axes of the half-wave p l ~ .  
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APPENDIX E 
RoTATOR AND PARTIAL POLARIZER 

Here wc review the p h i m i o n  eigenmodes of a ring resonator containing a lotato~ and a partial 

polarizer [19], [41]. We first derive and discuss the eigenvalues of the system. In particular we 

derive the loss difference for an optical system consisting of a p e a l  polarizer and a muor whose 

rotatick depends on the dinction of propagation. We assumc that the CCW direction has a null 

'rotator, and the CW direction has a rotation angle of +. 
The eigenvectors of a null rotator and a partial polarizer arc linear polartation stares aligned with 

the principal axes of the partial polarizer. We represent the partial polarizer by a diagonal matrix 

with diagonal elements Rp and &, and we assume that & > % The larger eigenvalue for CCW 

Propagation is thus Rs, and the loss for CCW propagation is 1 - &2. 

The cigemralucs of a nontrivial rotatar and a partial polark an found by solving the 

characteristiC quatioh The trace of the roundtrip Jones matrix b (RS + Rp)cos($), and the 

detuminant is R+ Note that bot4 of these coe&cients are real forthis sysocm, so we 

immediately laow that the eigenvalues f a  CW propagation will fall into OM of three categories: 

1) real and nondegcnerate, 2) real and degenerate, or 3) complex conjugates. Explicitly, the 

eigenvalues are given by 

R where 1. 

The cigcavrlues arc real aad nodegeneate when the radicand is positive, real and degenerate 

when the radicad is ZQD, and complex conjugates when the raAirand is negative. The 

eigcnpolarizuions associated ' with real eigenvalues are linearly polarized and have the same 

eigcnfrcquency. The eigcnplarizatioru asocmed - with~&xconjugateeigenval~are  

elliptical, and they have the s a m ~  loss. A funha important propary of the complex conjugate 

eigenvalues appean when we examine the square of the modulus, which is simply Rs2 p. Note 

that this result is independent of the rotation angle $. Consider the behavior of the eigenvalues as 
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the rotation is slowly increased from 0. At first the eigenvalues arc real and nondcgeneratc. At a 

critical value of mtatim &tumincd by the stnngth of the partial polarizer* the eigenvalues art red 

and dtgcncratc For lager rotation angles the eigenvalues have identical moduli. and the moduli 

an independent of the rotation angle until the radicand of the characteristic equation again becomes 

nonnegative. 

For the problem of optimizing the loss difference of the NPRO resonator we have a fixed CW 

roution available, and we want to make the larger modulus of the CW eigenvalues as small  as 

possible by our choice of the partial polarizer strength p. Inspection of (E.1) reveals that the best 

choice of p is the one that makes the radicand exactly zdp. Therefme, we want to choose p such 

that 

The CWrotatiOn angle $is typically small in the problemsof inmest to us since it is detcrmincd 

by the amount of F d y  rotation available in the gain medium. We can therefore solve for p to 

first ordain the smau angle (0: 

p = 1 f 24. (E.3) 

Since we require p < 1, the admissible solution is p = 1 - 2+. The correspanding eigenvalue is 

a 

0 
The loss difference is given by 2R&. This important result shows that the amount of loss 

di f fe~~ncc  available in the system that is optically equivalent to a rotatof and partial polarizer 

depends on the amount of rotation available. For our systcm the amount of rotation is limited by 

the smal l  Faraday rotations accessible with small crystals and reasonable magnetic fields. 
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APPENDMF 

DERIVATION OF MINIMAL REFRACTIVE INDEX CON- 

In this appendix we prove that the minimal refractive index for which we can solve 

is n- = G. The restriction arises fmm the existence of a maximum TIR phase shift for a given 

index of rehction: 

Note that the right-hand side of (F. 1) is greater than one if CJBC is nonzero. To have any hope of 

a solution we at least require the left-hand side to exceed one. Since the tangent functions are 

monotonic, we can derive a cutoff value of the TIR phase shifts that might lead to solutions of 

(F. 1) as follows. Set each of AB and Ac equal to A& to make the left-hand side as large as 

possible. Then equate the left-hand side to one in order to find the smallest admissible index of 

refraction. The resulting quation is 

Solving, we find tan (Am=) = a. Plugging this result for tan (Amax) back into (F.l) enables us 

to solve for nmh.  The equation is 
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The roots of this equation are -1m and fl. ?he negative index of refraction is not physically 

permissible, which leaves us with the result n h  = fl. This mdt can be given a marc mnemonic 

intapretatiolL Tbc minimum index of refraction nquircd to give a cumdative TIR phase shih of 

180 deg in three bounces is n h  = fl. 
We have as yet madc no use of the constraints imposed by the geometry. The nonplanar ring 

light path requires that the hequality 

which has allowed solutions for @ between 0 and 90 deg. 
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Footnotes 

1. It is intarsting to note that Clobcs and Brienza [13] obtained unidirtctional oscitlation in a 

discme element ring in which the NdYAG lasa rod alone served as the diffenntial loss 

element. A magnetic field applied to the rod provided Faraday rotation. TkmaIIy induced 

stress birefringence caused by the pumping by a ls00 W tungsten lamp sewed as the 

0 

dpiocal wa~eplate. Bnwsta-a@d endfaces w e d  the partial p ~ l a r i ~ r r .  The 

mirmn of the nsonam s ~ v c d  only to define a ring path for the light and to provide output 

coupiing. 
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Table L Calculated optical equivalents of the Faraday rotations and total internal reflections of all 

published NPRO designs and one of our recent designs. For CCW(CW) propagation the 

collective effect of all the Faraday rotations and total internal reflections is optically equivalent to a 

waveplate with retardation 2yrC ( 2 ~ )  whose principal axes are rotated by an angle a+ (a-) with 

respect to those of the output coupler. The dihedral angle p characterizing the nonplanarity of the 

ring is shown for each design. The loss differences shown in the last column cannot be compared 

directly because loss differences depend on the choice of the output coupling mirror, but the loss 

differences are indicative of the results obtained with various resonator designs. 

Table L CalcuIated Parameters of Optical Equivalents of NPRO Designs 

Kane and Byera 15.208 96.565 -22.737 96.565 0.02 

p = 90.00 deg 

22.181 78.231 -24.346 78.231 Kaneetdb 

p =90.00deg 

0.01 

Trutnaetdc 0.002 180.984 -0.451 180.994 0.60 

p = 1.25 deg 

Nilsson, Gustafsond O.OO0 180.001 -0.538 180.015 3.39 

p = 1.06 deg 

a Ref. [2]. NPRO parameter set: p = 90.00 deg, 0~ = 7.80 deg, AE =I 36.50 111111, CE = 1.80 

mm. Mirror parameters Rp = 0.99398, Rs = 0.99599. B = 1.00 T. 

0 
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C Ref [8]. NPRO parameter set: = 1.25 deg, eA = 30.00 deg, AE = 4.23 mm, CE = 1.77 mm. 

Minor parameters R, 0.92195, RS = 0.99950. B = 0.43 T. Note that the design of Tmtna et al. 

was not chosen to maximke the loss difference. Fig. 3(b) of their paper shows a calculated loss 

diffennce exceeding 6% for a design with an applied magnetic field of 0.9 T and a dihedral angle 

of approximately 5 deg. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of diode-laser-pumped monolithic nonplanar ring oscillator (NPRO). The laser 

operates uniditectionally because the combination of the nonplanar ring light path in the crystal, the 

Faraday rotation caused by the applied magnetic field, and the oblique angle of incidence on the 

output coupler produces a loss difference between the two directions of propagation around the 

ring. 

Fig. 2. Tap and side views of the monolithic lascr crystal with the nonplanar ring light path 

indicated (bold linc). Total internal reflection occurs at B, C, and D. Output coupling occurs at A, 

a partially transmitting, multilayer dielecuic coated spherical surface. 

Etg. 3. (a) A Perspective view of the nonplanar ring light path with unit propagation vectm for 

CCW propagation shown 0x1 each leg. (b) Notation for characterizing the nonplanar ring. The 

angkS Of hcidenCC at A, B, c, and D arc 8,4,8B, 8C, and 8D (0 eB), EspeCtiVely. The dihedral 

angle p charactaizes the nonplanarity: it is the angle between planes ABD and BCD. Point E is an 

auxilhy point useful in deiining lengths and directions in the ring, because plane AEC is a plane 

of minor sypametry fm the geometry. An external magnetic field B is applied parallel to AE. 

Fig. 4. (a) The two codmate systems used for describing propagation of light along leg AB are 

related by a roEati0a about AB. The Fig. on the left is &awn from the point of view of an 

obsaver at B lmkhg toward A, and the Fig. on the right is a perspective view. Positive rotation 

of system 1 by 0- rotates the normal to the plane of incidence at A, yl, into the normal to the 

plane of incidence at B, y2. (b) Two views of the coordinate systems used to describe reflection 

from a planar interface betwecn two isotropic media The Fig. on the lefi k used in defining the 

phases of the Fresnel coefficients. The Fig. on the right shows a pcrspcdve view of the wo 

coordinate systems associated with total internal nflecaon at 8. (c) To transform from the 
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principal axis system for reflection at B into the principal axis system for reflation at C rcquircs a 

negative rotation about axisBC though the angle eBC as shown hen. Far simplicity only the 

basis vectors in the two planes of incidence are shown. 

Fig. 5. Exploded view of the nonplanar ring light path showing all eight of the courdinate systems 

used to describe counterclockwise propagation of light. The basis vectors arc always chosen such 

that x is in a plane of incidence, y is perpendicular to a phne of incidence, and z is in the dircction 

of propagation. 

Fig. 6. Calculated magnetic field dependence of the eigcnpolarization properties of a NdYAG 

NPRO resonator designed to emulate a rotator and partial polarira. (a) Difference between the 

round trip losses in percent of the low-loss eigenpolarizations for CCW and CW propagation. (b) 

Round trip losses of the four eigenpolarizations. The low-loss eigenpolarizations arc labeled 

CCW2 and CW2. The minimal loss occurs far the CCW2 eigenpolarization at B - 0.5 T. (c) 

Azimuths of the cigenpolarizatim. (d) Ellipticity angles of the eigenpolarizations. Recall that the 

ellipticity angle e is related to the d o  of the axes of the pokiblion ellipse by tan@) = fb/a. (e) 

Frequency shifts of the fora eigenpolarizations with respect to the initial four-fold degenerate 

frequency that occurs in the absence of an applied magnetic field. Note that the ~ u c n c i e s  

a s d t s d  with a given direction ofpropagation split symmetrically. 

Fig. 7. The calculated dependence of the loss differrnce of a NPRO nmnattx designed to emulate 

a mcatzlf and parcial polariEaveisus the snength of the partial polarim, defined by R&. This 

curve is generated by holding Rs and all other resonator paramtas fixad and varying only Rp 

Note the sharply peaked maximum showing that the loss dif€mnce is maximized by choosing a 

partial polarirer whose polarizing strength depends on the amount of rotation available. 
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uctloq 
The search for gravity waves, improved tests of relativity theory, advances in high resolution 
specaoscopy, and optical frequency standad development impose stringent requirements on the linewidth 
and fnquency stability of lasers. Most efforts to product n m w  linewidth lasa have focused on He-Ne, 
dye, argon ion, or Semiconductot lasers. These laJas exhibit frce-running linewidths ranging fiom tens of 
kilohertz to several gigahertz and thus quire  wideband smo techniques for narrow linewidth operation 
[ 11. Diode-laser-pumped monolithic solid-state lasen, on the other hand, can have free-running linewidths 
of a few kilohertz [Z 31, which makes them amactivC candidates for namw linewidth operation using low 
bandwith SQYO techniques. The short-term &cc-running stability is amibuted to the smaU size and rigidity 
of the monolithic laser, which makes the optical cavity resistant to acoustical excitation, and to the low 
noise and efficiency of the d i d  laser pumping. Of particular interest are the diode-laser-pumped 
monolithic NonPIanar Ring Oscillators ("PROS) that overcome the problems of spatial hole burning and 
sensitivity to optical feedback inl#rent in linear cavity lasas [3,4, SI. H a e  we piesent our curztnt NPRO 
design and explain its pmpmics, discuss our recent narrow linewidth results obtained by locking a pair.of 
diode-laser-pumped N&GGG NPROs to an optical cavity, and speculate about fume developments. 

NPRO 
A schematic of our cuirent NPRO design is shown in Fig. 1. The NPRO is a monolithic crystal (NdYAG 
or N&GGG ) in which a nonplanar ring light path is fonned by three flat total internal reflection facets and 
one multihyadicl&ccoattd sphexicd surface that serves as the output coupler. Figure 1 shows the 
nonplanarring light path as a dashed line within the crystal The fight travels in two planes that subtend an 
angle of 3 degrees in m e n t  NdGGG designs. This small angle contrasts with the 90 degree dihedral 
angle of the original invention (41. Pump radiation from a single-smp GaAlAs diode laser operating at a 
wavelength near 809 nm is focused into the crystal through the center of the output coupler as shown. 
Proper focuSing of the d i d  laser radiation excites only the TEMoo modc of the NPRO. n# crystal size is 
typically 5~4x2 mm3. The crystat is temperatuncontrolled through the bottom face. A magnetic 
induction of 0.4 T, provided by a small permanent magnet, causes Faraday rocation in the crystal. 
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Fig. 1 Diode-laser-pumped monolithic 
nonplanar ring oscillator (NPRO) 
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of NPRO OptraaM 
The NPRO, owing to its integral optical diode [a, offers two major advantages over monolithic linear 
cavity lasas: unidirectionality, and improvtd nsistancc to the destabilidng effects of optical feedback. As 
with a discretc-element unidirectional ring the NPROs optical diode contains the analogs of optical 
activity, Faraday rotation, and a partial polarizer. The dif€erencc is that in the NPRO all of these effects art 
elegantly embodied in a monolithic crystat Reciprocal polarization rotation is provided by the nonplanar 
ring light path, Faraday rotation occurs in the crystal because of the applied magnetic field, and the partial 
polarizer results from the oblique reflection from the output coupler. In general there are four possible 
eigenpolarizations (two for each direction of propagation around the ring) having four Werent round mp 
losses and four Merent eigenfinquencics. 

Since the laser msitions in NdYAG are homogeneously broadened, the lowest loss eigenpolarization 
oscillates as a traveling wave and uniformly saturates the gain, preventing competing modes from 
oscillating. In tcrms of round trip loss the closest competitor to the oscillating mode is the low loss mode 
for the nonoscillating direction. The loss difference of the resonator is defined as the difference between 
the losses of the oscillating modc and its closest competitor. To enfixce and maintain unidirectional 
opemion, the loss difference must be sufficiently large to overcome coupling between the two directions 
of propagation caused by scatrcr and extracavity optical feedback Loss MeIcnces of le art more than 

adapate to produa unidktional operation, even in disaete-elcment N&YAG ring lasers [I. 

Imagine thu the WRO is operating unidircctionally in the CCW direction and that some of the output 
radiation is reflected back into the NPRO cavity. We want to know how strongly the closest CW 
competitor modc is excited by this optical feedback. Apart from the question of spatial modematching, 
there are two additional facton to consider polarization state, and frtquency. The optical feedback 
generally arrives in a high loss polarization state that differs in fnquency fram the nwnant frquency for 
its direction of travel, hence the optical feedback couples weakly to the CW compeam. This heuristic 
argument suggests that resistance to optical feedback improves With increasing loss difference and 
frequency splitting [8]. 
For diode-laser-pumped operation we have designed NPROs that simultaneously yield low output 

* coupling (so that thresholds are low) and large loss differences (for improved resistance to optical 
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feedback). A complete discussion of this problem can be found in (91. The main result of the theoretical 
treatment is that in a given applied magnetic field there is a best choice for the geometry of the nonplanar 
ring light path and a best choice for the output coupler in order to obtain the lowest output coupling and a 
large loss difference. 

4. 
Previous experiments by KANE et al. have demonstrated 3 lcHz he-running linewidths of diode-laser- 
pumped NPROs [31. The NPROs used in these early experiments w m  large (12x9~3 -3) and thus had 
high thresholds that necessitated the use of diode-laser-arrays for pumping. Two improvements suggested 
themselves: reduction of the crystal she to permit pumping by stable, single-stripe diode lasers, and 
discovery of some nonthermal means of controlling the fresucncy of the NPROs. 
Both of these changes have been implemented in our current experiments, which are based on modified 

Model 120 monolithic NPROs from Lightwave Electronics [lo]. The NdYAG crystals have been 
replaced with custom Nd:GGG crystals. Typical pump power thresholds are below 5 m W  for these 
devices, easily within the range of the single-stripe GaAlAs diode lasas used hen. Rapid frequency 
tuning is implemented by bonding a piezoelectric transducer to the nonopacal top face of the NPRO 
crystal. Voltage applied to the transducer saains the NPRO a y s t a l  and changes the frcsuency of the laser. 
The tuning coefficient for our NdGGG crystals is 450 k", and the bandwidth for effective modulation 
is 400 kHz. KANE and CHENG have recently phase-locked two such NPROs together, demonstrating . 

that low bandwidth servo techniques should be capable of producing narrow linewidth operation of such 
lasers [12]. 

of "PROS to --Perm Ca- 

4 L w U n  
TO hvestigate this possibility, we haw l o c k i  two NdGGG NPRO lasers to a single confocal Fabry Perot 
cavity used in transmission (121, as shown schematically in Fig. 2. Output from the two NPROs is 
combined in a polarizing beam splitter cube. One output part of the cube is used to mix the two beams on 
a photodiode to generate a heterodyne signal far spccual analysis. The other output port of the cube sends 
the two collinear but orthogonally polarized beams into a CommCrcLal * Fabry-peroC o p t i d  cavity (finesse 
300). The lascn am SCparaDcly locked to the sides of fin, adjacent Wnsmission fkinges of the Fabry-Pemt. 
separatedin by the 300 MHz h e  specaal range of the cavity. The slope of the fringe at the lock 
point is lulktwv. In response to a change in the amplitude of the aansmiaed light a voltage is applied to 
the piemel- Uaduccr of the NPRO to restore the trarwmittcd amplitude to its initial point The servo 
loop amsists of proportid and integral control. has unity gain at 6 k € 4  and has a closed loop gain 
approaching l@ for low flcqucncies. In this simple smo system amplitude instability of the NPROs is 
interpreted as frrquency instability, so our hewidth results thus far only set pnliminary upper bounds on 
the linewidth of the heterodyne signal. 

Two important diagnostic tools have been explored thus far. Fmt. S@ analysis of the frequency 
discriminac or signals under locked condition indicates how tightly the servo loops are able to lock the 
lasen to the set points on the transmission fringes. Second  SF^ analysis of the hetedyne  s i p d  
reveals information about the relative short-term linewidths of the two lasm under lock. Since the free- 
running NPROs already have good short-term linewidths, the process of locking the lasers to an 
undoubtedly less stable external cavity degrades the frequency stability of the output radiation of each 
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Fig. 2 Schematic of NPRO locking 
experiment 

individual laser. Nonetheless, the information gained about our ability to lock the lasers to an external 
standard is crucial, and improvements of the o v d  stability of the system will quite  careful anention to 

the stability of the exmnal standard [ 1). 

. 
uB€SulK 
The hportance of the power spectnun of the discriminator signal for diagnosing locking efficacy has k e n  
emphasized by SALOMON et at El]. Figure 3 is a spccuum analyzer m e  of the discriminator signal for 
one of the two NPROs under lock. The lower fnqucncy limit is imposcd by the rf spectrum analyzer. In 
order to have high enough signal gain from the detector and to limit the bandwidth of the conml loop, the 
cutoff fnquency of the detector is 6.25 JLHZ. Interpretation of the noise spectrum above this cutoff 
frequency requires caution. If the RMS power specnal density of the discriminator signal were well 

represented across the entire spectrum by the behavior obsaved in Fig. 3 the analysis of ELLIOT et 
al. [13] would predict a heterodyne linewidth of order 1 Hz In fact, however, there is structure in the 
specaum caused by residual 6ocycle signals and by inadequacies in the control loops. 

The power spectrum of the heterodyne signal 

Fig. 3 sptctrum analyzeraace of the 
fkquency discriminatol signal for a locked 

NPRO 
Vertical scale: 50 pV = 600 mHz/.(Hz 

is shown in Fig. 4. This signal has a rcsolunon- 

e 



bandwidth-limited full width at half maximum of 51 1 Hz, which places an upper limit on the short-tmn 
relative linewidth of the NPROs under lock. In the near future we expect to have improved means of 
characterizing these linewidths, including the use of the Guan variance. 
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Fig. 4 Spectrum analyzer trace of heterodyne 
signal of IVROs locked to Fabry-Perot 
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With improved detection and careful attention to the noise praperties of the SCNO loops we anticipate 
continued p ~ s s  in narrowing the linewidths of NPROs. The pniiminary d t s  reported h a c  already 
show six-fold improvement over the free-running linewidths previously attained by KANE et al. [3]. 
Moreover, the relative fkqucncy drih between the two NPROs is eliminated in our prcsent locking 
scheme. 

Immediate plans for improving on these results involve isolation of the external optical cavity from 
acoustical disturbance. Once the cavity is well isolated, wc wil l  benefit h m  wing the rf PoundlDnver 
technique of locking to the cavity in reflcctios To pin down the cam frequency of the NPRO we plan to 
use extcxnal second harmonic generation in a monolithic M g O : m  ring doubler to produce R ~ W  

linewidth p n  light thu can be locked to hyperfine transitions in 12. Ultimately, NPRO-pumped optical 
parmmtic- or new laser transitions in other solid-state gain d a  will make it possible to 

intarogate long-lived trarwitiorW in trapped ions (14, 13. 
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Appendix F - Equipment purchased With grant NAG-1-828 
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Two quarter wave plates 

One half wave plate 

Five rotation stages 

Three Beamsplitters 

Three beamsplitter mounts 

Five mounting posts 

Five mounting post holders 

Five post holder bases 

One tilt table 

One xyz translation stage 

Three lens holders 

One 2235 Tektronix oscilloscope 

One Spectra-Diode labs diode laser 

One SRS 5 10 lockin amplifier 

One Lightwave Electronics Model 120-01A Laser 


